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Six years ago, a group of generous donors—including the Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation and the Henry L. Hillman Foundation—
came together to change the face of CMU’s Pittsburgh Campus.

Today, the Gates and Hillman Centers—GHC—offer an 
environment where breakthroughs in computer science and other 
fields take place. They serve as a connecting point between the 
School of Computer Science and the university, the Pittsburgh 
region and the world. 

Since its grand opening in 2009, GHC has hosted more than 30 
distinguished lectures and several international seminars. High-
profile visitors have included entrepreneurs and tech visionaries 
such as Mark Zuckerberg, Max Levchin and Sal Khan, and several 
U.S. cabinet secretaries.

Through Project Olympus and Leap@CMU, GHC is incubating 
student innovations and summer enrichment programs.

“GHC” is home to Eric Nyberg (DC’92), who led the team of 
researchers that helped develop IBM’s Watson, the computer that 
won “Jeopardy!” in 2011. 

And it’s where Manuela Veloso (CS’89,’92) and her team created 
CoBots, the autonomous people-friendly helper robots that have 
now traveled well over 1,000 kilometers.

Each day, our faculty and students take advantage of the amazing 
collaborative opportunities provided by GHC’s 8,000 square feet of 
open project space, 23 state-of-the-art research labs, and 200,000 
square feet of offices and classrooms in one of the world’s most 
environmentally friendly and sustainable buildings.

 

FOR INFORMATION ON HOW YOU CAN HELP  

SUPPORT SCS INITIATIVES, CALL PHILIP LEHMAN AT 

412-268-9962 OR BRIAN PECK AT 412-268-1739.

A grand vision that continues to shape  the future.

A D V E R T I S E M E N T
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The Link provides a mosaic of  the School of  Computer Science: 
presenting issues, analyzing problems, offering occasional answers,  

giving exposure to faculty, students, researchers, staff  and 
interdisciplinary partners. The Link strives to encourage better 

understanding of, and involvement in, the computer science community.
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The number of great companies  
locating in Pittsburgh is on the rise.

This is essential for us in SCS. I hope we 
all agree that we are among the very small 
set of  groups of  people in the world that 
are responsible for deciding what the year 
2040 is going to be like to live in. To make 
these things happen, we must have very 
intimate partnerships with the companies, 
agencies and health care systems that are 
disrupting the future.

We can’t just sit and wait for 
companies to show up.

Our people and our thinking are what draw 
the world to Pittsburgh, but the availability 
of  real estate near campus and around 
the city is actually a huge determinant of  
our success. I am very happy with the way 
that CMU President Subra Suresh and the 
university’s real estate teams are being 
forward thinking, and actively working  
to shape development near campus.  
(See bit.ly/1Ia34MR)

Mistakes with admissions 
processes are unacceptable.

As you no doubt have heard, we dropped 
the ball on our systems for admitting 
students to our Master of  Science in 
Computer Science degree program, and 
the extent to which this caused pain and 
sadness for hundreds of  people was a 
cause of  great regret for me. This was a 
failure on my part, and it can’t happen 
again.

A.I. will be the next “data science.”

Through many dinners, strategy 
meetings and problem-solving sessions, 
I have become even more convinced that 
the maturing of  the field of  data science is 
going to lead to even larger growth in the 
technology of  decision-making, as well as 
building autonomy on top of  the massively 
sophisticated probabilistic models that 
can be derived from data.

Artificial intelligence is re-emerging as 
a worldwide phenomenon, and it traces 
many of  its roots back to CMU and 
to collaboration between faculty and 
students in Statistics, Computer Science, 
Electrical and Computer Engineering and 
the Tepper School of  Business (formerly 
GSIA). Ever since Newell and Simon did 
their pioneering work in the 1950s, A.I. 
has been at the center of  our culture, and 
it is vibrant right now. Look, for example, 
at our record-breaking autonomous 
CoBots. Look at our world champion 
poker A.I., Claudico, which is now (almost) 
beating professional human players in 
games that involve deliberate, coordinated 
deception and misdirection. 

Look at the recent DARPA Robotics 
Challenge: Like the other robots in the 
competition, CMU’s CHIMP fell down—a 
catastrophic failure—but unlike the other 
robots, CHIMP’s autonomous systems 
allowed it to recover, stand up and 
complete its mission perfectly—that is 
a moment for robot history. And look at 
the way that the data-driven intelligent 
tutors built by Emma Brunskill’s team are 
teaching kids by adapting to them, and 
then personalizing the teaching strategy 
for each student.

SCS degree holders rule the world.

Our graduates are the ones that 
everyone wants: This has been shown 
by an array of  external studies. But—oh 
boy—we cannot stand still here! In fact, I 
feel as if  we’re surfing a giant wave, and if  
we don’t wipe out, our education will have 
more influence on 2040 than all of  our 
amazing research work combined.

We describe this challenge in this issue 
of  The Link, and in a future issue of  
The Link, we’ll talk more about how our 
faculty members are involved in a whole 
suite of  innovations in computer science 
education across the board. 

Five things I’ve learned this semester
Ten months in, and I’m still enjoying my job as dean—and every day I’m humbled by  
the amazing things going on, and the amazing people doing them. In ascending order  
of  importance, here are the top five things that I’ve learned this past semester.

4

DEAN’S MESSAGE

Dean Andrew W. Moore

Andrew W. Moore 
Dean 
School of  Computer Science
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We welcome your comments, complaints, corrections and concerns. Send your letter to The Link Magazine,  

SCS Office of the Dean, Carnegie Mellon University, 5000 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15213,  

or email TheLink@cs.cmu.edu. We read every letter and try to respond. 

APPRECIATED THE 
RESEARCH UPDATE
Thank you for including the article 
“Carmell Therapeutics’ PBM: A new 
paradigm for healing tissues” in the 
Winter 2015 issue of  The Link. I’m 
always for expanding my horizons.

Dan Pelleg (CS’04) 
Haifa, Israel

HE SENT US TO THE 
DICTIONARY
I just received the Winter 2015  

issue at my home  
in Uttar Pradesh, 
and it is by far 
the best issue of  
The Link I have re-
ceived. I just want-
ed to drop a thank 
you note for the 
dexterous efforts 
of  The Link team. 
Kudos to y’all!

Aman Kumar (CS’10) 
Meerut, India

Editor’s note: Aman, you stumped 
me. I had to look up “dexterous.” My 
Webster’s 12th defines it as “skillful” 
or “expert.” Hey, thanks! —Jason

READERS PLAY 
DETECTIVE ON ‘THEN 
AND NOW’ PHOTO
In the Winter 2015 issue, we asked 
for your best guesses and explana-
tions about a photo of a computer 
science student in his dorm room. 
We received several correct answers 
and a correction. 

I think that is Scott Safier in the 
photo. Let me know if  you confirm 
it’s him. The moment I saw the 
picture, I thought it was him, but 
sometimes my memory tricks me. 

John F. Pane (E’85, CS’94,’02) 
Wexford, Pa.

Also on the shelf  are the three- 
volume set The Art of  Computer 
Programming by Donald Knuth, 
and Principles of  Compiler Design 
by Alfred Aho and Jeffrey Ullman. 
I’m pretty sure the red book just to 
the right of  the aspirin bottle is  

Artificial Intelligence by Patrick 
Henry Winston.

Beverly Block (CS’81) 
Gresham, Oregon

I believe that is Scott Safier in his 
Donner Hall dorm room. He worked 
at Carnegie Group in the early 
1980s, then worked in the Center for 
Integrated Manufacturing Decision 
Systems at the Robotics Institute 
with Susan Finger and I on “Design 
Fusion.”

There are a number of  CS books on 
his shelf, including the E.W. Dijkstra’s 
data structures and algorithms 
books (three books in yellow with 
black labels) and the A.I. introductory 
series (three books in light blue with 
blue text), along with Pat Winston’s 
introduction to A.I. in red. 

Mark S. Fox (CS’83) 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

It was definitely a dorm—see the 
bunk beds on the right—not a lab 
or such.

That is Don Knuth’s “The Art of  
Computer Programming” on the left 
of  the bookshelf—a must-have for 
any CS student of  the day.

There is a Roget’s Thesaurus on the 
upper shelf—no online versions back 
then.

A CRC math reference book (black 
book) is towards the right, while 
next to Knuth is Aho, Hopcroft and 
Ullman’s Principles of  Compiler 
Design—also known as the “green 
dragon book.” There’s an artificial 
intelligence book on the shelf  in red. 

I think the phone is sitting on a dial-in 
modem. Students in the dorms 
could only connect via dial-in. And I 

think that’s a TI-59 calculator— 
it was a required purchase around 
that time. Brings back memories!

Neil Swartz (E’81,83) 
Edison, N.J.

That’s me in my dorm room in  
Donner Hall. Mark Fox should win 
this, since he sent me an email 
telling me about the photo.

I still own that pencil holder. The other 
books are a bunch of  CS books—
from left to right, the “dragon book”; 
Principles of  Human-Computer 
Interaction; the three-volume Knuth 
books; The Fundamental Structures 
of  Computer Science (written by 
CMU people William Wulf, Mary 
Shaw, Paul Hilfinger and Paul Flon); 
some books I can’t make out; and 
The Handbook of  Artificial Intelli-
gence (three volumes) in blue-green. 

I would guess 1982 also. I remember 
being interviewed by KDKA (I think) 
for a segment on “students with 
computers in their dorm rooms.”  
If  I were to guess, the photo is from 
that interview.

I’m in Manhattan now, working as  
a software engineering manager  
at Google. Thanks for the laugh!

Scott A. Safier (CS’82) 
New York, N.Y.

Editor’s Note: After his letter was 
randomly selected by Brian Peck, SCS 
associate director of development 
and major gift officer, John Pane was 
awarded a $25 gift card to the CMU 
University Store. Unlike a certain public 
radio game show, we thought that was 
a heck of a lot better than putting Carl 
Kasell’s voice on John’s home answering 
machine. Thanks to everyone who 
participated! —Jason
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READER SURVEY:

Many Still Prefer Print
SCS Dean Andrew Moore 

asked me to evaluate the 

effectiveness of  The Link as  

an outreach tool to our parents, 

alumni and other friends; so 

earlier this year, I sent surveys 

to 500 people randomly 

selected from our mailing list. 

The questions were adapted 

from a model survey supplied  

by the nonprofit Council for  

Advancement and Support of  

Education. Five people who 

returned the surveys were then 

randomly selected to receive 

Visa gift cards for $50, $25  

or $10.

We received 112 responses,  

for a 22 percent return rate. 

Here’s what we learned. (I’ve 

posted more on our website,  

at www.cs.cmu.edu/link.)

INTERESTS, LIKES AND DISLIKES

Only 5% are “very interested” in stories about  
donors, while 41% are “not at all interested.”

About 44% are “very interested” in stories  
about faculty and student research, while only  
5% said they were “not at all interested.”

A few respondents questioned the need for a school of  computer science to  
have a print magazine. “Print is dead!!!” someone wrote. “Paper is not my  
preferred medium for information,” said another. 

Yet many more respondents said they appreciate getting something tangible 
from SCS a few times per year. “The Link is a good idea—don’t get rid of  it,” said 
someone who identified him or herself  as a parent of  a first-year CS student. 

“All is good! I thank the magazine for (making) me feel I am still connected with 
CMU,” said someone else. “The Link is overall a very nice magazine. Keep up the 
good work!” said someone else, while another said, “I am more likely to read 
about SCS and CMU in hardcopy documents than online.”

Keep it or kill it

Call to action
Most of  the respondents (70 percent) say The Link helps them feel in touch  
with SCS and CMU, while 57 percent say The Link provides useful information  
on current topics in computer science.

About 52 percent “agree or strongly agree” that The Link strengthens their  
personal connection to SCS, but 40 percent were neutral or had no opinion.

About 31 percent of  respondents have forwarded an article from The Link to a 
friend, 24 percent have saved an article or issue, 15 percent have recommended 
CMU to someone because of  an article they’ve read, 8 percent have contacted a 
classmate, and 4 percent have made a donation to CMU as a result of  The Link.
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Respondents are generally satisfied with The Link; 27 percent report reading “all 
or most” of  the magazine, and 55 percent read “some” of  the magazine. About 
54 percent said The Link is “generally accurate and informative,” while 44 percent 
had no opinion or were neutral.

Only two respondents ranked the magazine as “poor,” but between 52 and  
61 percent of  respondents rated the content, cover, writing, layout and ease  
of  reading as either “good” or “excellent.”

About 57 percent of  respondents save The Link for a month or more, 22 percent 
save the magazine for at least a week and 21 percent discard it immediately.

THE QUALITY OF THE MAGAZINE

Also somewhat surprisingly, few of  the people in this survey reported using the 
SCS website for information. When we asked respondents how often they visit the 
SCS website, 48 percent said “never,” while 46 percent said “a few times per year.” 
About 5 percent said they visit “monthly” or “a few times per month.”

Only 7 percent of  respondents are “very likely” to visit the website to read  
additional content from The Link; 35 percent are “not likely.”

THE SCS WEBSITE

THANKS
If  you were contacted and com-
pleted your survey, thank you! 
Your feedback was terrific and 
gave me plenty of  information 
about areas where we’re suc-
ceeding—and others where we 
could use a little bit of  help. 

—Jason Togyer (DC’96)

:-) 

About 41 percent get “all or most” SCS news from emails, while another  
40 percent get at least “some.” About 18 percent get none of  their news about 
SCS from emails. 

More than 31 percent of  respondents get “all or most” of  their news about SCS 
from this magazine. Another 44 percent get “some” of  their information from The 
Link, while 24 percent said they get “none” of  their information from The Link.

Although 70 percent of  respondents are on Facebook and 29 percent are on 
Twitter, only 13 percent receive “all” or “most” of  their news about SCS from 
social media. The majority—58 percent—gets no SCS news from social media.

Ways, means and methods

Most respondents recalled receiving  

The Link (91 percent), while 63 

percent also remembered receiving 

the SCS holiday card, and 48 percent 

receive our SCS email newsletter, 

Bytesize.

AMOUNT OF CONTACT “ABOUT RIGHT”

A clear majority—75 percent—thinks 

the amount of  contact they get from 

the School of  Computer Science is 

“about right.” Another 14 percent 

thinks they get “too much” contact 

from SCS, while 6 percent think it’s 

“not enough.”
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remains intact. Cambridge University physicist Stephen 
Hawking, who has a rare, early-onset, slow-progressing 
form of the disease, is probably the world’s most famous 
living ALS su�erer.

Alexander planned to be among the 10 percent who 
survived ALS for more than a decade, and to aid him in 
the years ahead, he and his wife, Suzanne, worked with 
Rew and Sharma during the fall 2014 semester to develop 
iExpress for himself and for others a�icted with the 
progressive neurodegenerative disease.

Until his diagnosis, Alexander had been a senior executive 
and a member of the board of directors with the Pittsburgh-
based investment advisory �rm Hefren Tillotson. “I want 
to aggressively adopt technology,” Alexander told HCII 
faculty and students during a fall 2014 seminar. “My wife 
and I think we can create a new normal through the use  
of technology.” With assistive technology, Alexander  

Like Lou, living in hope

By Linda K. Schmitmeyer

Bathroom. Hungry. Emergency. Let’s talk. Yes. No.

�ese six simple sayings may seem like limited examples 
of communication for a man accustomed to public 
speaking, but Neil Alexander thought they were what 
would be necessary to pass along messages to his family 
and caregivers a�er atrophied muscles robbed him of the 
ability to move and speak. �e words were embedded in 
six squares on a computer application called iExpress, 
developed by Abhishek Sharma (CS’14) and Douglas Rew 
(CS’14) when they were master of so�ware engineering 
students at Carnegie Mellon University.

Alexander was diagnosed in 2011 with amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis, or ALS, also known as “Lou Gehrig’s disease,” 
which causes muscle paralysis that a�ects mobility and 
eventually such vital functions as speech, swallowing 
and breathing—while sensory and cognitive functioning 

In the face of  long odds, Neil Alexander refused to give up. Instead, he helped 
CMU faculty and students pioneer new technologies to assist others with 
ALS—the illness commonly called ‘Lou Gehrig’s Disease’

Suzanne and Neil Alexander
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With input from the Alexanders, Rew and Sharma designed  
iExpress with two methods of input—touch and eye-gaze tracking— 
so the app would remain useful as the disease progressed.

Neil Alexander, who died March 24, established the Live Like 

Lou fund to provide support for ALS patients and their families 

and support research.

With input from the Alexanders, Rew and Sharma 
designed iExpress with two methods of input—touch and 
eye-gaze tracking—so the app would remain useful as the 
disease progressed. Five of the six text blocks send “so�” 
noti�cations, transmitted to a caregiver’s smart phone as a 
regular text message, while one sends a “hard” noti�cation, 
“Emergency,” delivered with an alarm sound.

iExpress also allows for continued patient-caregiver 
interaction. “We wanted to push the responsibility for 
communication onto the caregiver,” Sharma says. A family 
member or caregiver can ask questions, and the patient can 
respond with yes or no.

�e students developed the message-sending and -receiving 
application by interfacing the commercially available 
so�ware Eye Tribe Tracker—which uses infrared light to 
track where someone’s eyes are looking—with the iExpress 
so�ware. �e app was downloaded to Alexander’s Microso� 
Surface Pro tablet and mounted near his work area. To 
optimize its performance, the students calibrated the pace at 
which Alexander moved his eyes and the position at which 
they rested to the application. 

had hoped to continue his work at Live Like Lou, the 
nonpro�t fund he and Suzanne established at the 
Pittsburgh Foundation to raise awareness of the disease, 
provide support for families and fund scienti�c research. 
He also wanted to continue sharing in the lives of his two 
children, Abby, 13, and Patrick, 11.

Unfortunately, Alexander did not live to reap the full 
bene�ts of their work; he died of complications from ALS 
on March 24. He was 49. Life expectancy for those with 
ALS is usually two to �ve years following diagnosis. 

But his example lives 
on—as does the research 
that became iExpress. To 
develop the system, Neil 
and Suzanne Alexander 
met several times with 
Rew and Sharma via 
Skype and in their O’Hara 
Township home to plan a 
communications system 
that would adapt to Neil 
Alexander’s changing 
abilities as his ALS 
progressed. Development 
of iExpress was integrated 
into the students’ Mobile 
and Pervasive Computing 
course, taught in fall 2014 

by Daniel Siewiorek, Buhl University Professor of electrical 
and computer engineering and computer science at CMU, 
and Mahadev “Satya” Satyanarayanan (CS’79, ’83), CMU’s 
Carnegie Group professor of computer science. 

“We made the choice of not having too many options for 
iExpress,” says Sharma, who now works for the application 
performance management company Appdynamics in San 
Francisco. “Once you have one button, it would have been 
very easy to make more. But when the patient is in the latter 
stages (of ALS) and can only move his eyes, we wanted 
something that would still send messages quickly, and with 
context.” Eye movement usually remains una�ected or is 
impaired only in the very late stages of ALS. 
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Eye-gaze navigational tools are already commercially 
available, says Sharma, “but they are very, very 
expensive and too customized to a person’s individual 
needs. iExpress is cheap and for the masses.” For the 
cost of Eye Tribe Tracker—$99—plus the iExpress app, 
he says, “anyone can have this.” 

Rew and Sharma are exploring options to make 
iExpress more widely available. It works across 
platforms, unlike many existing technologies, which 
are con�ned to one operating system. 

Although the rapid progression of Neil Alexander’s 
disease prevented the couple from bene�ting from 
iExpress and other technological advancements, 
Suzanne says the precious time she and Neil spent in 
helping to bring about iExpress was worth it. 

“It was a time commitment,” Suzanne Alexander says, 
“but we always said to each other that we would try to 
maintain our connection with the world around us. 
And the world needs more bright young people focused 
on these issues.”
—Linda K. Schmitmeyer is a freelance writer in  
Butler County, Pa., and teaches at the Point Park University 
School of Communications.

Also part of the design are the large text blocks that occupy 
about a third of a tablet’s screen. Because no one’s eye gaze 
is perfectly steady and the ability for a person with ALS 
to hold a set point diminishes as the disease progresses, 
larger squares help ensure that one’s gaze settles where the 
user wants it to. An additional safeguard against sending 
unintended texts is a setting that allows the app to be 
programmed to the number of seconds a gaze must be  
held on a square before a message is sent.

But the key to the success of the project was enabling 
the user to emulate the click of a mouse strictly through 
eye movement, says Rew, who now works in so�ware 
development at Microso� in Seattle. 

“�eir so�ware will take that ‘click’ and create a message 
and send it through Wi-Fi to the caregiver’s phone,” 
Siewiorek says. “�ere also is an app on the recipient’s 
phone that allows the individual to read the message and 
(con�rm) that it was received.” 

It’s this technology that Siewiorek hopes will lead to 
additional computer applications that support ALS 
caregivers. In the spring 2015 Capstone Design course for 
engineers, Rapid Prototyping of Computer Systems, CMU 
students worked on additional applications that they hope 
will extend the independence of individuals living with 
progressive conditions such as ALS, congestive heart disease 
and kidney failure, thus alleviating constancy of care.

“In the Rapid Prototyping class, we looked for ways to 
extend and improve what they had done,” says Siewiorek, 
noting that student groups are exploring ways to use eye-
gazing technology to control the temperature and lighting 
in a room as well as the ability to scroll through an online 
book or newspaper, among other projects.

�e key to the success of the 
project was enabling the user 
to emulate the click of a mouse 
strictly through eye movement. 

Lou Gehrig (1903–1941) was a legendary first baseman for baseball’s 
New York Yankees. Known as “The Iron Horse” because he played in 2,130 
consecutive games (a record which stood for 56 years, until broken by  
Cal Ripken Jr. in 1995), Gehrig was a seven-time major league All-Star,  
a two-time American League Most Valuable Player, and a member of   
six World Series championship teams. He was elected to the National 
Baseball Hall of  Fame in 1939.

But Gehrig may be best known today for “Lou Gehrig’s disease,” the 
colloquial name (at least in the United States) for amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis, which eventually claimed his life. ALS, also known as motor 
neuron disease, is a degenerative condition first described in 1824 and 
characterized by muscle weakness and twitching, which eventually results 
in difficulties speaking, swallowing and breathing.

There is no definitive test for ALS, and as yet no cure. Instead, treatments 
commonly focus on relieving symptoms and extending life expectancy.

For more information, visit http://www.alsa.org.
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Of course, no �nal decision has been made to proceed, no 
timetable has been attached and no exact target �gure has 
been decided. SCS currently has about 600 undergraduates. 
(See sidebar.) If—for example—the decision were made to 
double that number, Sutner says, scaling up the undergraduate 
program would not mean simply multiplying everything by 
two. “�at would be a mistake inherently, and also in terms of 
allocating resources,” he says. 

Growing the SCS undergraduate program also would have a 
signi�cant ripple e�ect on every other university department 
and unit, from housing, dining and transportation to other 
undergraduate departments that teach CS majors. “You’re 
talking, potentially, more dorms, more cafeterias, more post 
o�ce, more everything,” says Tom Cortina, associate teaching 
professor and SCS assistant dean for undergraduate education.  
“However,” he adds, quickly, “the demand is there.”

In fact, the demand for computer science degrees is a national  
trend, according to the annual Taulbee Survey of U.S. and  
Canadian colleges and universities conducted by the 
Computing Research Association. �e number of CS  
majors in the United States has climbed steadily since 2007, 
with double-digit enrollment increases in three years,  
the CRA reports. 

�at still may not be enough to meet the requirements of the 
U.S. economy. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
the American economy in 2020 will have 1.4 million jobs 
that require a computer science degree—but only 400,000 
computer science graduates. BLS says that 70 percent of all 
newly created jobs for the remainder of this decade will be in 
computer science. 

It’s not the �rst time that 
interest in computer science 
careers has reached a fever 
pitch. Many SCS faculty 
remember the “dot-com boom” 
of the late 1990s; it was followed 
by the “dot-com crash” of 2000-
2001, and a�er the crash, the 
number of students seeking CS 
degrees plummeted. But the 
conditions that led to the crash 
no longer exist, says 

Frank Pfenning

Meeting the demand

By Jason Togyer

Many feel called, but few are chosen for Carnegie Mellon’s 
undergraduate computer science program. 

In 2015, according to the university’s admission o�ce, 6,756 
high school students applied to SCS for admission as �rst-year 
computer science students. Only 350 were admitted—a rate  
of less than 5.2 percent. (About 150 are expected to enroll.)

Compare that to the 19 percent acceptance rate for CMU’s 
other seven undergraduate programs. It’s even more selective 
than the acceptance rates at Harvard, Yale and Princeton. 

“�e demand is absolutely stunning,” says Klaus Sutner,  
SCS teaching professor and associate dean for undergraduate 
programs. “�e admission o�ce is doing a heroic job taking 
this very large number of quali�ed students and trying to 
�lter them down. It’s very frustrating to have to turn so many 
people away.”

Prospective students are attracted to an undergraduate 
computer science curriculum that’s arguably the best in the 
world—and, according to several published reports, the most 
lucrative for graduates.

�at’s le� SCS with a dilemma—how can it meet the over-
whelming demand without diluting the very qualities that 
make its undergraduate program so desirable?

It’s not—pardon the pun—an academic question. Faculty  
and administrators are studying possible ways to dramatically 
increase the size of the undergraduate population, including 
what that would entail in terms of raising money, adding  
classrooms, attracting teaching talent and expanding the 
applicant pool. 

SCS now turns away almost 95 percent of  those who apply to its 
undergraduate program, which leads to two obvious questions:  
Can more students be admitted without diluting the qualities that  
made the program so desirable in the first place? If  so, how?

David KosbieKlaus Sutner
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majors; 151 new undergrads entered SCS in 2011, 127 in  
2012, and 138 in both 2013 and 2014.

(SCS’s undergraduate program is facing other pressures as 
well, such as the demand from non-majors for CMU’s com-
puter science classes. Some 700 to 800 students take the Fun-
damentals of Computer Programming course every year; only 
10 percent or so are CS majors. “�e number of non-majors 
who take our courses has exploded,” Pfenning says; according 
to Cortina, virtually every other college at CMU requires its 
students to take at least one computer science course.)

Comparing the admission rate to CMU’s undergraduate 
computer science program to those at other universities is 
di�cult, because many comparable universities don’t require 
students to declare a major until their sophomore year, while 
others combine computer science with electrical engineering 
or other disciplines. 

But there isn’t any di�culty �guring out why so many students 
want a bachelor’s degree in computer science from CMU. In 
a word: Jobs. One widely quoted (if unscienti�c) published 
survey claims that graduates with a newly minted B.S. in 
computer science from CMU have the highest starting salaries 
not only in their �eld, but in any �eld. In a survey done by SCS 
in May 2014, the median starting salary reported by students 
graduating with a B.S. in computer science was $100,000.  
According to a Wall Street Journal survey of corporate recruiters, 
CMU computer science graduates are more highly sought 
than any others. “We have companies, literally, competing 
with one another for our students,” Sutner says. 

Why are SCS grads so highly desired? Pfenning argues the 
design of the SCS undergraduate program results in a di�erent 
kind of computer scientist than those graduating from some 
other universities. “A lot of schools provide a very shallow 
understanding of computer science as programming,” he says. 
“For the �rst two years, we just teach fundamentals, before 
(students) really start to specialize. We’re not in the business  
of giving our undergraduates a vocational education. We’re  
in the business of broadly educating them in the �eld of com-
puter science.” Students who overspecialize too soon will �nd  
themselves “boxed in” later in their careers, Pfenning says. 
Adds Kosbie: “I think we get really, really good students, and  
I think we do better with ours than MIT and Stanford.”

Besides the major fundraising e�ort that would be required 
to increase the number of undergraduates admitted to SCS, 
other constraints include recruiting teaching-track faculty—in 
computer science and other departments—and advisers.  

Faculty and administrators are studying possible ways to dramatically 
increase the size of the undergraduate population, including  
what that would entail in terms of raising money, adding classrooms, 
attracting teaching talent and expanding the applicant pool. 

Frank Pfenning, President’s Professor of Computer Science 
and head of the Computer Science Department. “�ere have 
been deep changes in society since then in terms of the role of 
computer science, not just in our �eld but in other �elds,” he 
says. “I expect that (the demand) will probably level out, but it  
won’t crash.”

�e tech industry “can’t get enough new engineers,” reported 
the GeekWire website in 2014, and although more and more 
college students “want to become computer scientists …  
in many cases there isn’t enough room or faculty to meet  
the demand.” 

A few commentators argue there are actually too many 
students going into computer science for the number of 
technology jobs available. Writing in the IEEE Spectrum  
in 2013, Robert N. Charette called the perceived shortfall of 
science and technology graduates “more �ction than reality” 
and said some CS and IT graduates were not �nding work 
in their �elds. But U.S. News and World Report points out 
that many computer scientists aren’t working in computing 
because they’re also in demand in non-technology industries 
such as �nance.

“Computer science really, really matters, and it matters to 
non-CS majors,” says David Kosbie (CS’90), assistant teaching 
professor in the Computer Science Department. “�e world 
needs better medicine, better materials, better art, better  
science, better movies, more e�cient buildings, and all of 
these things require computing.”

At Carnegie Mellon, applications to SCS’s undergraduate 
program have more than doubled since 2010, when 3,046  
high school students applied. Yet the number of slots available 
for students has remained more or less the same. In 2010,  
143 �rst-year students entered CMU as computer science 



Graduate programs also would have to grow to provide 
additional teaching assistants; and unlike other universities, 
Pfenning notes, CMU doesn’t o�er teaching fellowships for 
Ph.D. students. 

“If we (were to) have double the number of students doing 
research, will we have enough faculty to keep them engaged?” 
Cortina asks. Preserving the gender diversity of SCS’s under-
graduate program is also a concern, he says: “If we were to 
double the size of the program, what would the demographic 
pro�le be?”

Kosbie and others suspect that scaling the program up dras-
tically would require additional automation—for example, 
to help grade student work—and some component of online 
learning. “Eventually, we are going to replace clever course 
design by humans with more clever course design by com-
puters,” he says. “�e future is to beat our competitors in the 
online game with something better, while still leveraging the 
tremendous human resources we have here at CMU.”

If SCS were to begin admitting more students, Kosbie is  
concerned about getting a bigger pool of applicants from 
which to choose. SCS, he says, must work harder to keep top 
students from bypassing CMU in favor of East Coast and West 
Coast schools with bigger “brand names.” Kosbie advocates 
expanding SCS’s outreach to K-12 schools—perhaps even  
developing a branded “CMU computer science” curriculum 
that could be o�ered, free of charge, to educators. “We have  
got to get into these students’ consciousness more so they  
don’t just go to MIT and Stanford,” he says. 

Under the current conditions, Cortina has an additional  
worry. He thinks SCS’s current low acceptance rates may  
actually be working against it. “I worry we may be losing  
some superstars who don’t even bother to apply here due  
to those very low acceptance rates,” Cortina says.

Despite the serious challenges to expanding the program, 
Pfenning argues that standing still isn’t acceptable, either. 
Growing the undergraduate program would “require extremely 
careful planning and research,” he says. “But we currently have 
to turn away an enormous number of undergrads who would 
do extremely well here. Industry views our students as really 
being the top graduates, and we don’t supply enough of them. 
We would be doing both ourselves and the economy a favor if 
we could educate additional students.”

Computer science is the  

largest single undergraduate 

major at Carnegie Mellon 

University, but not the largest 

undergraduate program.

By the numbers

U N D E R G R A D U AT E S

Source: CMU Office of Institutional Research and Analysis
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From empowering people with 
physical challenges to acting  
as personal, in-home assistants, 
the uses of  real-life “soft robotics” 
aren’t that dissimilar from  
those explored in the hit  
movie “Big Hero 6.”

So�, but not weak

By Nick Keppler

When Chris Atkeson, a professor in CMU’s Robotics and 
Human-Computer Interaction institutes, saw “Big Hero 6” 
upon its release last November, he instantly recognized 
Baymax’s texture and shape. It was very similar to textures 
and shapes that might be found in Atkeson’s own lab. 

It wasn’t a coincidence. To prepare for “Big Hero 6,”  
co-director Don Hall visited Atkeson’s lab to get a glimpse  
of real-life robotics. “�ey sent him here for the same 
reason they sent the (California-based) animators of 
‘Frozen’ out to Norway to see snow,” says Atkeson, “to 
examine what it looks like, how it moves.”

A particular inspiration to Hall was an in�atable robot  
arm developed in 2011 by Siddharth Sanan (CS’10, ’13), 
who was then a doctoral student in the Robotics Institute 
working under Atkeson. Hall later told a Reddit forum  
that he “knew right then and there” that Sanan’s arm  
would provide the inspiration for Baymax, “because it 
would be the perfect huggable robot.” 

Chris Atkeson with some toys and displays inspired by “Big Hero 6.”
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Bionics Lab. �e actuators are made of Kevlar �bers and 
silicone rubber and include sensors that allow them to  
“pu� up,” contracting in certain directions in reaction  
to muscle movement. �ey could create a garment worn 
around an elbow, knee or other joint to bolster the strength 
of a disabled person.

In a similar vein are the soft artificial skin sensors 
developed by a research team headed by Park. �e second 
“skin” is silicone rubber containing a tiny, embedded 
hydraulic channel for use in detecting body movements 
and contact with the wearer’s own skin. It could also be put 
on unresponsive patients and monitor them to ensure that 
an uncomfortable amount of pressure isn’t placed upon one 
part of the body, preventing bedsores. “It could be worn 
as a prosthetic or you could coat a whole bed with it,” Park 
says. It also could be used, with further improvements, to 
scrutinize the performance of an athlete, down to what 
muscles he or she tenses.

To interact in such close quarters with vulnerable people, 
so� robots also will need good judgment. Gripping the 
arm of a 70-year-old woman requires a di�erent approach 
than grabbing a door handle. �at’s an aspect of the real-life 
Baymaxes of the future that’s being explored by Sidd  
Srinivasa (CS’01, ’05), Finmeccanica associate professor  
of computer science and founder of CMU’s Personal  
Robotics Lab.

Robot sidekicks are hardly new; think of Robby the  
Robot in “Forbidden Planet” or the refrigerator-like  
TARS and CASE from last year’s “Interstellar.” But  
Baymax is di�erent. Instead of clanking limbs  
and unyielding metal skin, Baymax has a so�, in�atable 
body. He’s more Michelin Man than C-3PO. And unlike 
movies that have depicted robots as industrial appliances 
or tools of war, “Big Hero 6” presents Baymax as a health 
care assistance robot. He looks upon Hiro, the human 
protagonist of the movie, as his patient. 

Baymax doesn’t just mirror the CMU arm’s appearance  
but also its purpose—both were designed as home health 
aides. �e real arm developed by Sanan can rotate on  
a pivot and move back and forth thanks to an “elbow.”  
Its claw-shaped “hand” can deliver a spoon, cup or 
washcloth to someone not equipped to grab such items  
by him or herself. �e so�ness of the arm makes it easy 
on the user’s skin. 

While Baymax is �ctional, research into “so� robotics” is 
very much a reality in Carnegie Mellon’s Robotics Institute. 
�e idea behind many of the current research projects 
is the creation of machines that can be used safely and 
comfortably in very close proximity to humans, giving  
the elderly and disabled their own robot companions.  
Take, for example, the so�, arti�cial muscle actuators 
developed by Yong-Lae Park, an assistant professor in the 
Robotics Institute and founder of its So� Robotics and 

To demonstrate what a current-day Baymax might look like, Atkeson and other researchers took a Sarcos humanoid robot and 

added a lightweight inflatable suit.
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“I loved the movie, and I thought it was very pro-technology 
and pro-robot,” Atkeson says. “I thought it showed a robot 
that wanted to help people, which was such a relief a�er 
seeing them trying to kill people so many times.”
—Nick Keppler is a Pittsburgh-based freelance writer and a  
frequent contributor to �e Link who also writes for websites  
such as Vice.com and for alternative newsweeklies around  
the United States.

“I would de�ne a so� robot behaviorally, rather than by  
(its construction) material,” Srinivasa says. Even robots 
made of so� material, he jokes, have parts “that could 
whack you pretty hard.” 

So instead of focusing solely on so�er materials, designers 
of home assistance robots are trying to teach robots how 
to interact appropriately with human beings. To this end, 
Srinivasa’s lab is a kitchen setup, �lled with co�ee mugs, 
boxes of Pop-Tarts, cans of Campbell’s soup and packages 
of To�fay candy. He and his team spend hours testing his 
two trademark robots, the mobile Home Exploring Robot 
Butler, or HERB (made famous in a viral video produced 
by the makers of Oreo cookies), and the sedentary set of 
mechanical arms known as Assistive Dexterous Arms, 
or ADA, in opening these items and moving about the 
kitchen. 

For these types of robots to signi�cantly simplify the lives 
of the disabled, they have to become much “smarter,” 
Srinivasa says. Right now, using ADA to open a bottle of 
soda requires a dizzying array of maneuvers on a joystick 
and takes several minutes. Much development must occur 
before a machine such as ADA could help a disabled 
veteran who has lost the use of his arms to pick up his 
newborn.

“We need to change the paradigm so that robots are human 
aware, that they understand what is in their environment 
and can react gracefully to it,” Srinivasa says. “�at will 
require major advances in robotics.” 

So� robots also have applications outside of close 
collaboration with humans. In fact, one of Atkeson’s so� 
robots is designed to go somewhere where no human 
should be—in proximity to a bomb. AIRarm, created in 
collaboration with the iRobot Corporation, is an in�atable 
claw that extends from a mini-tank. It can be used to 
carefully pick through locations where there might be 
an explosive. Such so� robots might be able to bend and 
extend into small areas where a metallic limb wouldn’t �t, 
Atkeson says. 

While Baymax’s cute quips and feelings of friendship 
toward Hiro are products of screenwriters, Atkeson says the 
�ctional android hit on a few truths of so� robots expected 
to interact intimately with humans. Like many roboticists, 

Atkeson has bristled at comparisons between his projects 
and the androids of Hollywood. Data on “Star Trek: �e 
Next Generation,” the Terminator and even Wall-E have all 
“created expectations that are impossible to meet and don’t 
have much to do with current robotics.” 

Atkeson doesn’t have that antipathy toward Baymax,  
which depicts the real-life goal being pursued by so  
many researchers—robots that help, not hurt. In December 
2014, he wrote a commentary for CNN’s website entitled, 
“Why I Want To Build Personal Health Care Companions 
Like Baymax.” He even purchased the domain, 
buildbaymax.com.

A robot with a soft, flexible skin might be well-suited to 

tasks such as gripping objects.

“We need to change the paradigm so that robots are human aware, 
that they understand what is in their environment and can react 
gracefully to it. �at will require major advances in robotics.” 
Sidd Srinivasa (CS’01,’ 05)
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Ariel Procaccia, an assistant professor in the Computer 
Science Department, came to CMU in 2011 a�er earning 
his Ph.D. at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and doing 
post-doctoral work at Harvard University and Microso�. 
Along the way, he became fascinated by the thorny issue of 
“fair division.”

“It’s a pretty amazing �eld,” he says. “It has a huge collection 
of genius methods for solving practical problems. �ere’s a 
lot of mathematical theory about how to do this stu� … but 
it’s never been implemented, which is sort of what set the 
stage for Spliddit.”

Working with a CMU undergraduate, Jonathan Goldman 
(CS’15), Procaccia began focusing on three areas in which 
fair division could be applied to real-world problems. 

Getting your fair share

By Scott Fybush 

Some splits are easy: If you’re with a group of friends at a 
restaurant, you total up what you ordered at the end of the 
night and pay your share. 

But how do you fairly divide up the rent among roommates 
in an apartment with di�erent-sized rooms? Who gets listed 
in what order as authors on an academic paper? How about 
dividing up the treasures Grandma le� behind? 

A Carnegie Mellon computer scientist is trying to provide 
answers to those questions with a new website called 
“Spliddit.” 

It sounds easy, but divvying up a check, rent or academic credit  
can lead to hurt feelings and worse. Spliddit, a website powered  
by CMU research, hopes to change that.

“The idea behind Spliddit is not about doing the calculation 

for you,” says Ariel Procaccia, an assistant professor in the 

Computer Science Department, “It’s about using a fair method 

that you probably wouldn’t have thought about yourself.”
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“�e idea behind Spliddit is this idea of provably fair 
solutions, where for every method that we use, we can give 
a hard fairness guarantee,” he says. Of those three initial 
Spliddit projects—rent division, credit division and splitting 
up goods—he says dividing up physical objects turned out 
to be the most challenging.

“Some of the classic fairness notions are just clearly 
impossible when you have indivisible goods,” Procaccia 
says. “So things like ‘envy freedom,’ for instance, where I 
prefer my bundle of goods to the bundle of goods allocated 
to any other player, that’s something you can’t always 
guarantee. If there’s only one good and two players and you 
give the good to one of the two players, the other one would 
be envious.

For example, he says, “if you had two players and two goods, 
if one good is a diamond and the other is a piece of garbage, 
you can’t prevent the guy who didn’t get the diamond from 
envying the guy who got the diamond.” 

Ideally, Procaccia says, the algorithm would guarantee  
each player the equivalent of a maximum share guarantee—
“as much as he could guarantee to himself if he divided  

ON CAMPUS

“�e idea behind Spliddit is this 
idea of provably fair solutions, 
where for every method that we 
use, we can give a hard fairness 
guarantee,” he says. Of those 
three initial Spliddit projects—
rent division, credit division 
and splitting up goods—he says 
dividing up physical objects 
turned out to be the most 
challenging.
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up the goods and others chose.” While Spliddit can’t do 
that, it can guarantee each player a bundle that’s worth at 
least two-thirds of that “maximum share guarantee.” 

For Spliddit’s other projects, the guarantees are stronger. 
Procaccia’s rent-division algorithm, for instance, starts 
with the assumption that there are an equal number of 
rooms and prospective renters. �e Spliddit website 
asks each renter to move a series of sliders to say how 
much they’d pay at most for each of the rooms, with the 
total adding up to the full rent for the apartment. �e 
Spliddit algorithm then goes to work, guaranteeing that 
the assignment of rooms and division of rent is envy-free: 
Each renter likes her room for the price she’s paying 
better than any other room for the price of that room.  
In particular, the renter in a windowless back room pays 
less than the one who gets the big room with the window 
in front, and the prices are con�gured such that no one 
has a reason to be jealous of the other. 

Procaccia admits that the projects Spliddit has carried 
out so far are all part of an academic lifestyle, and none 
more so than its third algorithm, which tries to divide 
credit for work projects such as academic papers. �e 
Spliddit credit-division algorithm requires at least four 
participants, and it works by asking each contributor 
to ignore his or her own e�ort and instead assess how 
much each of the other colleagues contributed to the �nal 
product. �e algorithm then assigns each contributor 
a share of the credit—no small task in the world of 
academia. 

“One property this method satis�es is the property 
of impartiality, which means that your report can’t 
a�ect your share of the credit,” Procaccia says. He says 
the credit-division algorithm has produced the most 
interesting new real-world applications of all of his 
Spliddit work so far. 

“Initially, I was thinking of (credit-sharing) in the 
academic context, but then a lot of people reached out 
speci�cally about this application and asked, for example, 
can I use it for class projects? Some people have asked 
about splitting bonuses in their company according to 
how di�erent people contributed. And the answer is 
de�nitely ‘yes.’” 

With money at stake in each of those applications, it would 
be easy to imagine Spliddit being part of a commercial 
startup. But Procaccia isn’t looking to make money 
from the work. Instead, he’s adamant about keeping 
it all non-commercial. �e Spliddit site (spliddit.org) 
o�ers real-world use of all three algorithms for free, 
using computational power sponsored by Amazon. A 
National Science Foundation grant paid for professional 
website design, while Goldman has been working on its 
implementation—“just for his fun and out of interest,”  
says Procaccia—for nearly three years.

Procaccia, who was awarded a Sloan Research Fellowship 
in February 2015 for his arti�cial intelligence work, says 
he’s working on at least two more Spliddit algorithms that 
he hopes to add to the website soon. 

Just don’t ask him about dividing up those restaurant 
checks. Because each diner’s bill should track back directly 
to what they ordered, Procaccia says that’s a problem 
of simple calculation, not of fair division, and there are 
already plenty of apps for that. 

“�e idea behind Spliddit is not about doing the calculation 
for you,” he says. “It’s about using a fair method that you 
probably wouldn’t have thought about yourself. It’s really 
bringing to bear the research in fair division.” 

—Scott Fybush is a Rochester, N.Y.-based freelance media 
consultant, writer and broadcaster.

�e Spliddit site (spliddit.org)  
o�ers real-world use of all 
three algorithms for free, using 
computational power sponsored 
by Amazon. 



Martial Hebert became director of  the Robotics 
Institute in November 2014. A native of  Chatou, 
France, Hebert earned his doctorate in computer 
science at the University of  Paris and joined the 
Carnegie Mellon faculty in 1984. His research has 
focused on computer vision and perception for 
autonomous systems, including interpreting both 
2-D and 3-D data to build models of  environments. 

He worked on NavLab, CMU's pioneering program 
for self-driving vehicles, and more recently led the 
development of  perception capabilities for other 
robotic platforms.

Hebert has served on the editorial boards of  the 
IEEE Transactions on Robotics and Automation,  
the IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and 
Machine Intelligence, and presently serves as 
editor-in-chief  of  the International Journal of  
Computer Vision.

He spoke to Link Editor Jason Togyer.

What was your earliest computing experience?

When I was an undergraduate, I was in mathematics,  
but I took some classes in computer science—I started 
on punch cards with a Univac, I don’t remember the 
model—and it was interesting to see how mathematics 
could be put into practice. So I moved first into applied 
math, and then into computing. 

Did you move from math to computer science  
because there are more open problems to solve  
in computer science?

There was certainly a little bit of  that. Those also were 
the days when people were talking about artificial intelli-
gence, and I had the opportunity to be in touch with  
some of  the early labs working on computer vision and 
robotics—in fact, my adviser was Olivier Faugeras, who 
became one of  the leading names in computer vision 
research. I was very fortunate to be exposed very early  
to this sort of  thing. 

It seems to me that computer vision has moved out of 
the lab and into people’s everyday lives. What is fueling 
that move from the theoretical to the practical?

Well, sensors are no longer an expensive proposition. 
We also now have cameras that have very small form 
factors and draw very little power. That’s one aspect. The 
other aspect is computing—by which I mean processing 
power and storage. And then, of  course, there’s all of  the 
progress that has been made in algorithms over the past 
30 years. All of  those combined make it now possible to 
have an explosion of  commercial applications. 

20
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bad aspects or dangerous aspects of  robotics that 
are portrayed in the media. Perhaps we don’t take 
that seriously enough. We also still have a lot of  work  
to do to educate people on the fact that robotics is 
not just humanoid robots. Robotic systems come  
in many, many different shapes and forms and  
appearances and have many, many different ways  
to interact with people.  

What is the next frontier in robotics? 

Dependability. One of  the things that’s critical for 
robotic systems to be truly accepted around humans 
is “safety.” Not safe in the sense of  “never fails,” be-
cause everything fails at some point, but safe in the 
sense that you are very confident that you can trust 
it. When you drive your car, you trust the machine. 
So what needs to be done to trust a robotics system? 
They need to be able to detect anomalies in their own 
behavior, they need to be able to explain and report 
them. That’s the level of  intelligence they need. This 
translates, by the way, into a large set of  very hard 
technical problems that people have been looking at 
in different projects, but there’s a need to combine 
them into a discipline and that’s going to be critical.

There is a very good chance that CMU and  
Astrobotic will be going to the moon in the  
near future. What will that mean for the  
Robotics Institute?

It will say something about how advanced the  
field is. It says that we are still addressing incredibly  
challenging problems with the research we do here, 
but at the same time, we’ve gotten to the point we 
can do incredibly challenging things, like putting 
something on the moon. 

It’s exciting because in every field, there’s a curve 
where you have a rapid increase, because you start 
with nothing, but then it plateaus for a while. We’re 
not in the plateau. We’re in the very, very rapid  
increase, and that’s a very nice place to be at  
this point.

And it had to be all three, because even if  you had the 
math but you didn’t have the computing power or  
the sensors, it wouldn’t get you anywhere. 

Is robotics also at a tipping point in terms of  
commercial applications?

The field is becoming very mature. Thanks in part to the 
work we’ve done here, industry is doing state-of-the-art 
research in robotics. That takes away from what we 
traditionally have done, so we have to adapt to that. It’s 
a normal process of  a field going from purely academic 
research to maturing into something bigger. As it’s 
becoming very mature as a field, it requires a lot more 
skilled workforce, so there’s an opportunity for us in 
terms of  education that is tremendous. 

Does that mean growing the graduate programs?

That’s one of  the aspects, adding new disciplines. For 
example, we’re starting a master’s degree in computer 
vision because computer vision is growing so rapidly.  
We need to continue to grow our educational programs 
to respond to the growing need, and we need to  
continue defining our areas of  leadership.

One of the big issues in computer science is privacy. 
What privacy concerns emerge in computer vision?

We now have technology that not only can track people, 
but can also recognize emotions. Some of  the leading 
systems can recognize activities and perhaps recognize 
anomalous behaviors. Once you get into those areas,  
privacy becomes a very serious concern. We’ve done 
some work already in those areas—we’ve worked with 
personal care and nursing robots, for instance, where we 
had to deal with very deep privacy concerns. Things get 
even worse when you have systems in someone’s home, 
and worse and worse when we work with distributed 
systems and storage. 

How do researchers address the concerns?

Well, it’s not just a robotics solution. It’s multidisciplinary. 
We concentrate on developing technologies knowing full 
well that when we go to use them, we’ve got to face those 
issues, and it takes a lot more than just our people, our 
work, to do that. We need people from computer science, 
social science, legal experts, and so forth.

What misconceptions do people have about robotics?

The media’s view of  robotics is both good and bad.  
It’s good because it popularizes what we’re doing, but  
it raises expectations in directions that are not ones  
where we should be raising expectations. There are also  
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Every time you make a purchase, log on to a website or 
check your text messages, you’re adding to your personal 
river of  data. “Privacy engineering” doesn’t grab the same 
headlines as computer security, but it’s a fast-growing field 
for Carnegie Mellon researchers, educators and students.  
It should concern you, too.

FEATURE

Who’s been peeking at  your data?
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By Meghan Holohan

Illustrations by Emily Traynor 

If you have a burning secret, and you want to share 
it with someone, you might turn to Whisper, an app 
that co-founder Michael Hayward once called the 
“safest place on the Internet.” Whisper allows people 
to anonymously reveal secrets and pair them with 
stock images. Users have admitted to all kinds of 
indiscretions, unburdening their consciences while 
knowing that the company doesn’t collect any private 
information about them, so their con�dences remain 
anonymous. 

Or do they? In October 2014, a reporter in �e 
Guardian newspaper alleged that Whisper’s editorial 
team—which tries to monitor the authenticity of 
the content it serves—was tracking certain users it 
deemed “newsworthy,” including a former Capitol 
Hill lobbyist who admitted to a salacious love life. 
Even turning o� Whisper’s geo-location function was 
no guarantee of anonymity for users, �e Guardian 
said; the app can follow them through their IP 
addresses. Matching details revealed in secrets with 
users’ locations would make the app a little less than 
truly anonymous.

Whisper struck back, saying that the supposed 
lobbyist doesn’t really exist, and that the company 
retains IP addresses only for seven days. 
Furthermore, Whisper said, it only uses the IP 
addresses if a user appears to be in danger, or is a 
threat to someone else—for instance, if a user admits 
to being suicidal or homicidal. �e story, while 
complicated, highlights the growing awareness by 
users that very little that they do while online, or on 
their smartphones, is truly anonymous. It may not 
even be private, and they may not even realize who 
else has access to their information. 

Everyone understands why security is important—
bad guys break into a database and steal personal  
photos or credit card information—but 

understanding privacy is a bit trickier. “Security is 
about protecting information and physical devices 
and resources, while privacy is about policy—about 
what we want to protect, and what we want to protect 
it from,” says Lorrie Faith Cranor, professor of 
computer science and engineering and public policy, 
and director of CMU’s CyLab Usable Privacy and 
Security Laboratory. 

“Security tends to get the headlines—it’s concrete and 
easier to understand,” she says, “but privacy can be 
more subtle. If a company takes information about 
what websites I visit and sells it, I might feel like my 
privacy is violated, but it’s not the same headline-
grabbing story.” 

We rarely read the fine print
Almost every time people interact with an app or a 
website—whether it’s to pay a bill, order a pizza, buy 
music or join a dating site—they must accept the 
terms of use or a privacy agreement. Yet people rarely, 
if ever, read those agreements, some of which contain 
dozens of pages of small print, written in legalese. 
Even if they wanted to read every agreement, they 
likely wouldn’t have the time. Cranor estimates that if 
the average Internet user took the time to read every 
privacy agreement for every website she accesses in a 
single year, it would take her about 244 hours. 

Rather than plowing through privacy agreements, 
users are anxious to actually download their music, 
�nd a date or play Candy Crush. Simply clicking  
“I agree” when the privacy screen appears makes all 
that happen much more quickly. 

As a result, most users don’t realize to what they might 
be consenting when they approve those terms of use. 
O�en, in their privacy agreements, companies reveal 
that they sell user data to third parties, for example, 
and it’s perfectly legal because, technically, users have 
signed an agreement allowing it.

Who’s been peeking at  your data?
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How can so�ware developers balance privacy with usability? How can business and 
government leaders develop better privacy policies? And how can consumers make 
more informed decisions about what personal information they share online? �rough 
research and through education—including the �rst-of-its-kind master’s degree in privacy 
engineering—Carnegie Mellon is positioning itself to be at the forefront of these  
complicated conversations. 

Alessandro Acquisti is one of the researchers studying privacy agreements and their 
implications. A professor of information technology and public policy at CMU’s Heinz 
College, he says there are a number of factors that explain why people agree to “nebulous or 
even deceiving” privacy agreements.

“One reason is called hyperbolic discounting,” Acquisti says. “We focus on the immediate 
bene�t we expect to receive from the site, and discount the possible future costs associated 
with the site using or abusing our personal information.”

Acquisti uses behavioral economics to understand how people feel about privacy and interact 
with privacy policies. He knows that people feel con�icted; they desire privacy, but also 
feel the need to trade some of their information in exchange for a bene�t. In interpersonal 
settings, most people are good at controlling the �ow of information, but when it comes to 
the Internet, people struggle to understand how and where to share private information. 
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professor in the Human-Computer Interaction Institute 
who researches usable privacy and security and mobile 
computing. In many cases, with enough speci�c 
data about times, locations and habits, supposedly 
anonymous users can be easily identi�ed.

Some people have called for a national policy on 
information privacy, including Acquisti. In January 
2015, he and his co-authors—Laura Brandimarte 
(HNZ’10, ’12) of CMU’s Heinz College and George 
Loewenstein of the Department of Social and Decision 
Sciences in CMU’s Dietrich College—published an 
article in the journal Science titled “Privacy and Human 
Behavior in the Age of Information.” �ey argued that 
American consumers need policies that set minimal 
requirements for users to make informed and rational 
decisions, and called for “policies that include a baseline 
framework of protection, such as the principles 
embedded in the so-called fair information practices.” 

“People need assistance and even protection to aid in 
navigating what is otherwise a very uneven playing 
�eld,” the authors wrote. “To be e�ective, privacy policy 
should protect real people—who are naive, uncertain 
and vulnerable—and should be su�ciently �exible to 
evolve with the emerging unpredictable complexities of 
the information age.” 

Yet creating such a policy poses problems. It’s possible 
that regulations that are too speci�c could sti�e 
innovation because they’re unable to anticipate new 
technologies. So while some experts are grappling 
with the idea of legislating privacy, others are focused 
on public education, including the U.S. Federal Trade 
Commission’s Julie Brill. In January, Brill, an FTC 
commissioner, delivered the keynote address at CMU’s 
annual Privacy Day forum. Since being sworn in at the 
agency in 2010, Brill has made consumer privacy one 
of her priorities. In her speech, Brill said the emerging 
“Internet of �ings”—smart, networked devices 
with embedded computer technology, from toys to 
thermostats to vehicles—is making our privacy even 
more complicated.

We now have the power  
to share too much
“Modern information technologies have vastly advanced 
our power and ability to broadcast information—o�en, 
sensitive information—to others without even realizing we 
are doing so, and o�en without realizing the consequences 
of doing so,” Acquisti says. “Sometimes, this power creates 
problems—such as over-sharing or making disclosures that 
we later regret having done.”

But the problem goes beyond our inability to keep 
embarrassing photos o� of Facebook or our ill-informed 
opinions about politics o� of Twitter. Privacy also includes 
how businesses use the data they collect about their 
customers. When an app asks to access your location, for 
instance, it can automatically tag where the photo was taken. 
�at’s super-convenient, right? But having a few days of a 
user’s locations means that an app also has a pretty good 
idea of who the user is, and what his or her habits are. “If you 
have one or two days of location data, you can identify where 
the person lives and works,” says Jason Hong, an associate 

“Modern information technologies have vastly advanced our power 
and ability to broadcast information—o�en, sensitive information—
to others without even realizing we are doing so, and o�en without 
realizing the consequences of doing so.” — Alessandro Acquisti
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“�ere are not a lot of di�erences between o�ense and  
defense—both are concerned with preventing vulnerabilities,”  
he says. While defensive measures involve patching security 
holes to keep people out, o�ensive measures require 
programmers to think strategically and predict how attackers 
might target a system, says Brumley, who also advises CMU’s 
undergraduate hacking club, the Plaid Parliament of Pwning, 
which is internationally ranked. “We’re teaching (students) to 
think about how their actions a�ect others,” he says. 

Meeting the need for ‘privacy 
engineers’
Giving students the tools to develop strong, built-in security 
in the systems they create or maintain is an essential element 
to ensuring privacy. But computer privacy is developing 
into a specialized �eld of its own. Cranor says that in 
the past, when she’s talked to recruiters for technology 
companies, they’ve o�en said that they had no problem 
hiring “security engineers,” but when they posted positions 
for “privacy engineers,” the applications slowed to a trickle. 
Few applicants seemed to have much experience, or 
understanding, of user or data privacy.

“We saw that as a real need for a degree program,”   
Cranor says. 

From toys to transportation,  
we create a river of  data
“Every time we swipe our smartphone screens to check 
Twitter or tap our phones to pay for co�ee, we add to the 
swelling rivers of data that capture the details of what we do, 
what we buy, what we read and where we go,” Brill said. “Soon 
these streams of data will reveal whether we’re at home and 
what we’re doing there. �ey will record how much we’ve 
exercised, when we’ve gained a few pounds, and how well 
we sleep. �ey’ll log our vital signs, and help us manage our 
diabetes, heart and other health conditions.”

Finding solutions that honor privacy principles is important 
not just to the FTC and consumers, Brill said; it’s also 
smart business. Companies must realize “that they need 
to maintain consumers’ trust if they are going to win their 
loyalty and business,” she said. 

Although computer security isn’t the same as computer 
privacy, Brill did point out that good security does keep 
private data … well, private. While many computer security 
courses stress defensive measures, David Brumley, technical 
director of CMU’s CyLab and an associate professor of 
electrical and computer engineering, says he also teaches  
an emerging �eld called “cyber o�ense.”

FEATURE

To come
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“Finding solutions that honor 
privacy principles is important not 
just to the FTC and consumers,” 
Brill said, “it’s also smart business. 
Companies must realize that they 
need to maintain consumers trust 
if they are going to win their loyalty 
and business.”

CMU’s new master of science degree in information 
technology—privacy engineering (MSIT-PE) is intended 
to �ll that need, says Norman Sadeh (CS’91), a professor 
in CMU’s Institute for So�ware Research who co-founded 
and co-directs the MSIT-Privacy Engineering Program 
with Cranor. “We prepare students for both industry and 
government jobs where they will be asked to inform the 
design and re�nement of products, services and business 
processes, taking into account privacy considerations.”

Travis Breaux, an assistant professor in CMU’s Institute of 
So�ware Research, says most of the students entering the 
program have a background in computer science, and many 
have worked in computer security. But while they have 
technical know-how, they don’t necessarily understand the 
nuances of privacy, he says. �e MSIT-PE is designed to 
allow students to tackle real privacy issues. “�at �rst-hand 
technical experience helps people create solutions, so  
they’re able to synthesize knowledge about privacy  
problems and risk, and (then) they can create and  
innovate,” Breaux says. 
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In the MSIT-PE, students take 
classes in privacy law, ethics 
and security, and have plenty of 
opportunities to participate in 
research projects with faculty 
members. �ere’s also room for 
them to take electives in areas 
such as machine learning.

Adam Durity (CS’14) is one of the �rst eight graduates of 
the master’s program. He had originally applied to another 
graduate program in SCS; Cranor saw his application and 
called him to see if he’d consider the privacy-engineering 
program instead. At �rst, Durity was skeptical—he hadn’t 
been thinking of specializing in information privacy. As 
he began wondering what he could do with an advanced 
degree in privacy, news broke about Edward Snowden, 
the computer engineer who leaked thousands of classi�ed 
documents he had gathered while working as a contractor 
for the National Security Agency. Soon, Durity heard Cranor 
being interviewed on national public radio, discussing 
computer security and data privacy.

It made the choice to enroll in the MSIT-PE seem obvious.  
“I did some research and wow, suddenly this stu� seemed 
really relevant,” Durity says. 
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In the MSIT-PE, students take classes in privacy law, ethics 
and security, and have plenty of opportunities to participate 
in research projects with faculty members. �ere’s also room 
for them to take electives in areas such as machine learning. 
“�e experience you have is de�ned by you,” Durity says. 
“�ere are plenty of opportunities to join in research.” 

�e �nal requirement of the degree is completion of a 
capstone project, which gives students the opportunity to 
complete a real-life assignment with an industry partner. 
Durity’s capstone examined ways to help Facebook users 
better understand what they were really agreeing to when 
they consented to the site’s privacy policy. Some users, he 
found, didn’t really understand any of the consequences of 
sharing their personal information. �e capstone forced 
Durity to think carefully about how to explain privacy 
policies in meaningful ways that make users take an interest 
in them.

Today, as a data privacy analyst at Google, Durity tackles  
the same issues, and the experience he gained in the  
program helps him every day. “Primarily, I’m looking at  
how Google is using data, and where, and why,” he says.  
�e MSIT-PE program “helps me place that information  
into a larger picture.”

Using research to make privacy intuitive 
�e MSIT-PE program is informed by more than a  
decade of research at Carnegie Mellon into ways of  
making privacy easier for end-users and developers alike 
to understand. In the early 2000s, Cranor led development 
of the Privacy Bird, a tool to help users better understand 
privacy policies. Created on behalf of AT&T, Privacy Bird 
was a plug-in for Microso�’s Internet Explorer browser  
that could read privacy policies that were formatted 
according to speci�cations laid out by the World Wide 
Web Consortium. Users could tell Privacy Bird what sorts 
of concerns were important to them—having their name 
and address sold without their permission, for instance. 
When they visited a website, Privacy Bird would check 
for a privacy policy and then scan the agreement to see 
if it matched the user’s reported concerns. If there was a 
mismatch, the “Privacy Bird” squawked to alert them. 

Since then, Cranor has been involved in a variety of  
projects that help make privacy policies easier to 
understand and she continues to develop new privacy  
tools. In 2013, Cranor and two of her Ph.D. students,  
Pedro Giovanni Leon (E’10, ’14) and Blase Ur (CS’14), 
created the Bank Privacy website (cups.cs.cmu.edu/
bankprivacy), a database of more than 6,000 U.S.  
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banks that compares their privacy policies and allows users 
to search for those �nancial institutions that have the most 
protective policies. 

But while websites continue to pose a threat to consumer 
privacy, our increasing reliance on smartphones has 
introduced a wide range of new privacy concerns. Sadeh, 
who heads CMU’s Mobile Commerce Lab, is examining how 
people interact with privacy policies and settings on their 
smartphones in daily life, and how e�ective existing privacy 
mechanisms really are. In one experiment, conducted with 
ISR Ph.D. student Hazim Almuhimedi (CS’08, ’13), Sadeh 
studied 23 users of Android smartphones. �e study used 
Android phones because Android allowed the researchers 
to instrument a “permission manager” tool called AppOps 
that enabled the users to manipulate their mobile app 
privacy permissions—which e�ectively gave users the 
power to control how much of their sensitive information 
could be accessed by each app, such as location or texting 
functionality. 

During the �rst week, the experimenters tracked how 
the users interacted with apps on their smartphones. In 
the second week, they gave them access to a variation of 
AppOps that allowed them to toggle permissions o� and 
on for each app, allowing them to customize their privacy 
settings for every application on their phone. If a user did 
not want Angry Birds, for example, to access her location, 
she could simply block it from doing so. Overall, users 
looked at their settings 51 times that week, restricting 
272 permissions on 76 di�erent apps, but their interest in 
privacy varied widely; one user, for instance, didn’t review 
any of their settings. And a�er a few days with AppOps, 
most people le� their privacy settings alone. 

�en, during the third week, the experimenters began 
sending the users “nudges”—messages about their privacy 
information that read something like this: “Your location 
has been shared 5,398 times with Facebook, Groupon, 
Go Launcher EX and seven other apps in the last 14 days. 
Would you like to review your settings?” �at got users’ 
attention.

FEATURE

With the help of these crowdsourced responses, Hong and other 
researchers developed PrivacyGrade, a tool to rank apps by balancing 
the users’ expectations against what the apps actually do. PrivacyGrade 
is about setting boundaries and expectations. 
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“�e vast majority of users were motivated by these pop-up 
messages,” Sadeh says. “�ey also realized that there was 
information being shared they didn’t know about and 
weren’t aware of, and they revisited their settings.” A�er 
receiving their “nudges,” subjects reviewed 69 settings 
and blocked 122 permissions on 47 di�erent applications. 
“�is was a�er having been given access to the AppOps 
permission manager for a week,” Sadeh says, adding “while 
the permissions managers were useful, the nudges created a 
signi�cantly higher level of awareness and motivated users to 
revisit settings with which they previously thought they were 
comfortable.” Sadeh and Almuhimedi’s �ndings, presented in 
April at the CHI 2015 conference in Seoul, South Korea, were 
widely discussed by tech bloggers and reporters covering 
computer security.

�e research revealed that people o�en struggle to 
understand why an app might need certain information. 
It makes sense that a map application or a dating app, such 
as Tinder—which is based on a user’s proximity to other 
users—would need to know where a user is, but users didn’t 
understand why other applications would need such data. 
Many people, on the other hand, would question why an app 
that turns your mobile phone into a temporary �ashlight 
would need access to their location.

As a way of helping users think about the permissions 
requested by various apps, and make informed decisions, 
Jason Hong, an associate professor in the HCII, recently 
launched the PrivacyGrade.org website. �e content of the 
site is based on research conducted by Hong, Sadeh and 
others in collaboration with researchers at Rutgers. Users of 
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk were asked to read descriptions 
of Android apps and then answer questions based on their 
understanding of those descriptions. Subjects were asked 
whether they expected an app to use their precise location 
information, for instance, and then if they understood why 
the app needed that information. �ey also were asked if they 
were comfortable with an app if they didn’t understand why 
the app needed certain personal information.

With the help of these crowdsourced responses, the research 
team developed PrivacyGrade, a tool to rank apps by 

But while websites continue 
to pose a threat to consumer 
privacy, our increasing reliance 
on smartphones has introduced 
a wide range of new privacy 
concerns. Sadeh, who heads 
CMU’s Mobile Commerce Lab, 
is examining how people interact 
with privacy policies and settings 
on their smartphones in daily life, 
and how e�ective existing privacy 
mechanisms really are. 

Left: Travis Breaux and Lorrie Cranor speaking  

at CMU’s 2011 Privacy Day forum, hosted by  

Heinz College.
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Automated tools, crowdsourcing and other applications of technology 
will help ensure user privacy. But Breaux says that for the foreseeable 
future, education of end-users and attentiveness by developers and 
programmers form our �rst lines of protection. For now, he says, at 
each step of the way, before any sensitive data is used or shared, “we still 
need a human in the loop who asks, ‘is this the right thing to do?’” 

A student examines a research  

poster at CMU’s 2011 Privacy Day.
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balancing the users’ expectations against what the apps 
actually do. PrivacyGrade “is about setting boundaries  
and expectations,” says Hong, who also directs CMU’s 
Computer Human Interaction: Mobility Privacy Security,  
or “CHIMPS,” lab. Sometimes, he says, “it’s not clear what 
these companies are doing, and it’s not clear they’re doing  
it in our best interest.” 

Most people expect that Google Maps needs to access their 
location to help give them accurate directions. Because 
Google Maps met users’ expectations, it earned an “A” rating 
from PrivacyGrade. But few people expect a game such 
as “Cut the Rope” to access and use their location, and the 
app appears to use the information to send users targeted 
advertisements. Because of that, “Cut the Rope” earned a  
“D.” �e website is already having a positive e�ect; Hong 
notes that one game developer has already changed 
its policies based on the low score it received from 

PrivacyGrade.

Balancing usability with privacy  
is a constant struggle
For developers, creating an app that works well, but which 
also protects user privacy, is a constant balancing act. Travis 
Breaux, who is examining privacy from the point of view of 
so�ware developers, says that sometimes, in their pursuit 
of the next really cool application or feature, programmers 
forget about privacy concerns. In 2013, Breaux and other 
researchers studied the interaction between Facebook,  
Zynga and AOL. Facebook, they noted, controls a lot of 
personal data, including user names, friend lists and ages; 
some of which it shared with Zynga, maker of popular games 
that can be played inside Facebook, such as Farmville. 

Facebook, the researchers found, prohibited Zynga from 
sharing this information with advertisers, one of which 
was AOL. But although Facebook and Zynga had a direct 
relationship with users, AOL didn’t, and its obligation to 
Facebook and Zynga’s users was less clearly de�ned.  

�e three di�erent corporate policies had created a backdoor 
route through which, potentially, sensitive information  
could be shared without users knowing it. “Right now, 
information is �owing in these rivers, where it just converges 
and swirls,” Breaux says. In complex data-supply chains, 
determining who’s responsible for privacy and security  
at any given moment may not always be clear.

�at’s where Breaux’s research comes into play. He directs 
CMU’s Requirement Engineering Laboratory, which 
develops tools, techniques and computational methods to 
improve trust and assurance in so�ware systems. One of its 
current research thrusts, funded by the National Science 
Foundation and the O�ce of Naval Research, is adapting 
formal reasoning methods to �nd and resolve con�icts in 
privacy and security policies. �e goal is the creation of 
automated tools that developers can use to make sure they’re 
following best practices in the areas of privacy and security, 
while still creating apps that can communicate e�ciently 
with one another. Ultimately, developers would be able to 
express their information sharing needs, “then check to see 
if they align with any applicable laws, and with ethical rules,” 
Breaux says.  

Automated tools, crowdsourcing and other applications  
of technology will help ensure user privacy. But Breaux says 
that for the foreseeable future, education of end-users and 
attentiveness by developers and programmers form our  
�rst lines of protection. For now, he says, at each step of the 
way, before any sensitive data is used or shared, “we still  
need a human in the loop who asks, ‘is this the right  
thing to do?’” 

—Meghan Holohan is a frequent contributor to �e Link  
who also writes for the Today Show’s website and  
MentalFloss.com.
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Some of the sample devices created by combin-

ing different Acostruments with a smartphone.

 Acoustruments:  

Adding new functionality to smartphones by harnessing 
the power of sound
Editor’s Note: �is article was condensed and adapted for  
�e Link magazine from “Acoustruments: Passive, 
Acoustically-Driven, Interactive Controls for Handheld 
Devices,” a copyrighted paper presented at the 2015 ACM 
annual conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems 
(CHI ’15), and written by Gierad Laput, a Ph.D. student in  
the Human-Computer Interaction Institute; Eric Brockmeyer 
of Disney Research Pittsburgh; and Scott E. Hudson and  
Chris Harrison of the HCII.

To read the original paper, visit www.disneyresearch.com/
publication/acoustruments/. �e Link is grateful to the  
authors for allowing us to share a portion of their research.

However, to interact with the smartphone, these auxiliary 
devices require numerous components, including mechan-
ical mechanisms, wires, PCBs, ICs and sometimes batteries 
to interact with the smartphone. �is dramatically increases 
manufacturing costs and reduces physical robustness. 

In response, a team of researchers from CMU’s  
Human-Computer Interaction Institute and Disney 
Research Pittsburgh has created something they call 
“Acoustruments.” �ese are low-cost, passive mechanisms 
that need no external or battery power. �ey are made 
from plastic and can bring rich, tangible functionality to 
handheld devices.

Leveraging 3D printing and rapid 
prototyping techniques

HCI researchers have previously explored techniques 
for augmenting interactions on desktops, handhelds 
and tabletops with external physical controls. Some, for 
instance, have used magnetically driven devices as controls 
on devices that have a built in magnetometer. Other devices 
have leveraged the capacitive properties of smartphone 
touchscreens. And optical elements and other systems that 
interact with smartphone cameras also o�er interactive 
physical controls. �eir experiments helped to suggest 
areas for research to the Acoustruments team.

Rather than using additional electronics for input control, 
Acoustruments instead employ principles behind one 
of the oldest technologies created by human beings—
wind-powered instruments. In wind instruments such 
as �utes, a sustained source of sound is injected into one 

Introduction

Smartphones and other handheld devices are increas-
ingly being employed in interactive applications that 
extend beyond their conventional touchscreens. In fact, 
there is a growing class of auxiliary devices that require 
a smartphone to be plugged in or docked, transforming 
an otherwise simple object into something with rich and 
dynamic interactivity, as well as wireless connectivity if 
needed. �ese include appliances such as alarm clocks 
and speakers, but also include children’s toys, audio mix 
decks and even robots. �e latter devices can be made 
less costly by relying on the “smarts” from an expensive, 
general-purpose computing device.

RESEARCH NOTEBOOK
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end, and various physical elements are altered to produce 
distinctive outputs. For example, a �ute has a series of holes 
along its main axis; these can be covered or uncovered 
to change the quality of the sound. Likewise, a trombone 
varies its pitch by altering the size of an inline cavity.

In a similar manner, the Acoustruments team created 
“instruments” that can be attached to a smartphone. 
Speci�cally, one end of an enclosed tube is connected to 
the speaker, which emits a continuous ultrasonic sweep 
that is inaudible to humans. �e other end is directed into 
the smartphone’s microphone, which monitors the sound 
output. Just like musical instruments, they could then 
introduce structural elements along this pathway that alter 
the acoustic properties of the output, which in this case, 
they used for interactive control.

�rough a structured exploration, the researchers identi-
�ed the primitives, or “building blocks,” for the construc-
tion of tangible interfaces that would utilize smartphones’ 
existing audio functionality. By combining these primi-
tives, they determined that familiar physical controls such 
as knobs, valves, rotary encoders and sliders could all be 
constructed from passive elements. �ey could then create 
end-user applications, ranging from games to appliances. 

the link.

 Acoustruments:  

Adding new functionality to smartphones by harnessing 
the power of sound

How it works

With each of the Acoustruments, sound reaching the 
microphone is altered by various physical elements along 
the path . �at is, the enclosure alters the traversing acoustic 
signal depending on its shape, material and other physical 
conditions. Carefully designed cavities, holes and partial 
obstructions produce distinct spectral changes in the �nal 
signal.

�e team’s fabrication approach was motivated by two 
goals. First, they wanted to be able to create pipes that 
would transmit sound from the speaker to the microphone 
with as little unintended loss as possible. In addition, and 
more importantly, they wanted to explore how the internals 
of the pipes would a�ect acoustic response. 

�e sensing technique emits rapid ultrasonic frequency 
sweeps while simultaneously recording sound. As the signal 
traverses through the speaker-microphone pathway, certain 
frequencies resonate or are absorbed, creating a unique 
spectral signature. �e Acoustruments team experimented 
with di�erent variants of sweep lengths and interpolations. 
All computation is performed locally on the device, which 
means the system can be deployed to existing devices as a 
downloadable application or as a simple so�ware update.

From simple tubes to complex controls 
and sensors 

Physical con�gurations along the speaker-microphone 
pathway in�uence the frequency response properties of the 
transmitted acoustic signal in di�erent and unique ways. 
Changing the tube length, for instance, a�ects the overall 
volume of vibrating air along the pathway. For example, 
in trombones, lengthening its main slide expands the air 
column, thereby producing lower frequency notes. 

Similarly, adjusting the tube length between the speaker 
and the microphone distinctively a�ects the acoustic  
properties of the traversing signal. As tube length  
increases, the strength of the acoustic signal reaching  
the microphone experiences characteristic attenuation. 

When a �utist applies a jet stream of input air across  
the mouthpiece of a �ute, the column of air vibrates  
with respect to the con�guration of keyholes  

Acoustruments tubes form a pressure-sensitive ring around 

this smartphone. Squeezing the tubes alters the ultrasonic 

sound being fed from the phone’s speaker to its microphone. 

The Acoustruments software can detect these alterations and 

determine how gently or tightly the user is squeezing.
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along its body. Simply put, when holes are closed or opened, 
they indirectly modify the volume of air the sound e�ec-
tively resonates within, thereby characteristically altering 
frequencies of the output sound. In a similar fashion, holes 
along the speaker-microphone pathway in�uence the 
acoustic properties of the traversing ultrasonic signal.

Modifying the tube material also a�ects the acoustic pro�le  
of the signal. More precisely, so� tubing—e.g., latex rubber—
is more �exible, which means it can be bent, squeezed,  
or pinched at several segments along its axis, thereby  
modifying how acoustic signals propagate along the  
pathway. Other changes to the tube, such as the thickness  
of the walls, a�ect how sound waves re�ect and travel  
internally. Similarly, tubes of smaller diameter make the 
conduit resonate at higher frequencies, and the texture  
of a tube’s interior can dampen some frequencies while 
exciting others. 

By combining di�erent shapes and inlets—blocks, holes, 
spheres and branched tubes—the Acoustruments team  
was able to create a variety of familiar-looking controls, 
including rocker switches, ball valves, multi-position  
dials and sliding knobs, as well as proximity, pressure  
and position sensors.

Training the program 

On a device that employs Acoustruments, the built-in 
speaker generates an ultrasonic sound wave of 16,500 kHz 

to 22,050 kHz—above the normal range of human hearing. 
�is sound is transmitted through the Acoustrument and 
into the device’s existing built-in microphone. 

Each movement of physical manipulations on the Acous-
trument shapes the sound received by the microphone in 
a unique way. �e incoming audio is then recorded on the 
phone as a linear PCM audio �le, and stored into a circular 
bu�er. �e Acoustruments so�ware uses a mathematical 
technique called a Fast Fourier Transform to decompose the 
sound signal into the frequencies of which it’s comprised; 
once it has this frequency domain representation of the 
sound that’s been recorded, it can be subjected to statistical 
machine learning techniques. �e program computes the 
�rst and second derivatives of the signal, along with other 
measurements of the quality of the sound, such as the 
spectral band ratio. 

During their experiments, the team empirically tested the 
performance of four mechanisms of varying complexity—
two controls and two sensors. Further, within each category, 
they used one example of discrete and one example of 
continuous sensing.

Demonstrating possible applications 

To demonstrate the possible uses of Acoustruments,  
researchers created four example applications, each  
consisting of multiple mechanisms operating together.  
In the �rst example, the team built a docking station that 
operates as an alarm clock equipped with interactive  
physical controls. A rocker switch mechanism turns the 
alarm on or o�, and a large so� cavity functions as the 
snooze button. When the alarm goes o�, periodic beeps  
are played on the speakers. While this is happening, the 

Acoustruments provide rich, tangible functionality to handheld 
device interaction. By combining design primitives, familiar physical 
mechanisms, and even end-user applications, can all be constructed  
from passive elements made of plastic. 

Acoustruments, created with the help of a 3D printer, 

transform a smartphone into an alarm clock (left) or a 

car racing game (right).
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Another limitation is the use of the speaker for other 
functions, such as playing music. Since the Acoustruments 
system utilizes the speaker for sensing, the technique  
interferes with how users regularly use their phone for 
audio. And the sensing accuracy is sub-optimal when 
other audio is playing on the device’s speaker, since sound 
from the speakers creates unwanted harmonic e�ects to 
the signal traversing along the tubes. One possible solution 
would be to incorporate silence detection and interweave 
ultrasonic sweeps during quiet portions of playback.

In speci�c situations, Acoustruments can be susceptible 
to noise when the tube is overly exposed to open air. Also, 
forcefully hitting the enclosure—banging on it—will  
introduce unwanted vibrations and interference. �e 
method is fairly good at rejecting noise because the tube 
acts like a closed system, signi�cantly dampening external 
sounds. It helps that the approach is active (and thus  
louder relative to external noises). 

Conclusion

Acoustruments provide rich, tangible functionality to 
handheld device interaction. By combining design prim-
itives, familiar physical mechanisms, and even end-user 
applications, can all be constructed from passive elements 
made of plastic. 

Using technologies like 3D printing, the team demonstrated 
that rich physical controls could be rapidly prototyped, 
providing new methods for experimentation by human- 
computer interaction practitioners. 

Further, the approach can be extended to traditional 
fabrication techniques, such as injection molding, milling 
and machining, which can further drive down cost and 
improve ease of deployment in consumer products. 

To read the original paper, visit www.disneyresearch. 
com/publication/acoustruments.

system can still normally emit and sense ultrasonic  
signals required to operate the Acoustrument controls.

In another example, the researchers built a smartphone  
case with sensing mechanisms wrapped around its exterior. 
�is enables the case to sense dynamic con�gurations, 
such as grasps and gestures. For example, it can sense 
whether the phone is placed on a tabletop or hand carried. 
Additionally, it can support unique hand gestures such 
as gripping or a camera gesture, which can be used for 
launching various apps.

In the third example, the Acoustruments team built an 
interactive “pluggable” doll using pressure and proximity 
sensors, modular insertions and several branching com-
binations. �ese mechanisms provide an otherwise static 
doll with rich interaction capabilities. For instance, it can 
respond when its tummy is poked or when its antenna is 
being bent, or it can sense and change moods when objects 
are inserted in one of its hands.

Finally, they fabricated a “pluggable” toy car using two 
rotary encoders as a di�erential-drive wheel mechanism, 
and a set of engineered ba�es to more e�ectively discrimi-
nate the rotational con�guration of each wheel. �is allows 
the car to sense speed, forward or backward movement and 
steering direction. With these capabilities, the toy car itself 
can be used as a powerless tangible controller for a racing 
game, or as an interactive story prop.

Some limitations emerged

One of the major limitations of the Acoustruments  
approach is cross talk. As more structural elements are  
introduced, signal bandwidth becomes overloaded, 
because cross talk distorts a design primitive’s overall 
e�ect in altering the acoustic signal. Devices with higher 
sampling rates, as well as signal modulation techniques, 
could help mitigate cross-talk e�ects. 
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Some of the simple valves and other devices that can be made with a 3D printer and assembled into Acoustruments.
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By Mark J. Stehlik 

It’s great to be back in Pittsburgh at the place I’ve called home for more than 35 years a�er 
spending three years at Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar. And with a new job—assistant 
dean for outreach and engagement.

I think we all understand the “outreach” part. �at’s CMU reaching out to you, and to 
the world. It’s the “engagement” part that’s more intriguing—that’s us, together, trying to 
determine how to help each other and make each other better.

My time in Qatar made me realize, viscerally, that Carnegie Mellon is a global institution, 
but also that students are students, regardless of location. It also made me realize that CMU 
alumni are everywhere. 

A signi�cant part of my new job will be to help determine how the university can be a 
partner and resource well beyond the time that students spend on campus. You can help—
and actually, this part of my new job will only work if you do help.

We need to hear your ideas on how CMU can be such a partner and then help realize those 
needs in actual programs, events, seminars—whatever.

It’s an exciting time for computer science in the world—technology is fueling the American 
economic engine in a big way. It’s also an exciting time for computer science at CMU, with 
the 50th anniversary of the founding of the CS department and the CS Ph.D. program 
coming up this year. It’s also an exciting time for SCS and CMU, with Andrew Moore 
completing his �rst year as dean and Subra Suresh his second as president.

I am looking forward to seeing many of you in the months and years to come.

Mark J. Stehlik 
Assistant Dean for Alumni Outreach and Engagement
mjs@cmu.edu

An exciting time to be 
back at CMU

SENIOR PARTY 2015
This year’s senior party for  

CS graduates was held on April 

24 and was sponsored by a 

generous gift from alumnus 

Serkan Piantino (CS’04). “As SCS 

graduates, you will be among the 

most influential and sought after 

talent,” Piantino told graduating 

seniors. “Your experiences here 

have provided you a tremendous 

advantage, and with that many of 

you will build things that quickly 

become important to the world.” 

—Brian Peck
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Fewer women than men 
pursue careers in computer 
science. �e problem 
is especially acute in 
developing countries, such 
as India, where although the 
number of women studying 
CS has increased, it’s still 
relatively small.

“My mom was an electrical 
engineer, and she introduced 
me to electronics,” says 

Poornima Kaniarasu, who was raised in Madurai in 
southern India’s Tamil Nadu. “Back when she went to 
school, there were even fewer women in electronics, and 
a�er she completed her undergraduate work, she wanted  
to look for a job outside the home, but her parents didn’t 
want her to do that.”

She did, however, pass along her knowledge and 
encouragement to her daughter, who as an undergraduate 
at PSG College of Technology in Coimbatore built her �rst 
autonomous vehicle, a line-following robot similar to the 
“mobots” that compete in front of CMU’s Wean Hall during 
Carnival weekend. “It didn’t work very well, but I learned a 
lot from the other contestants,” she says. 

When Kaniarasu decided to pursue a master’s degree in 
robotics, Carnegie Mellon was at the top of her list, even if 
life on the Pittsburgh campus was a bit of a culture shock 
at �rst. “Back where I came from, it was o�en considered 
rude if you challenged professors in class,” she says, but 
in America students were expected to be able to speak 
out—and up. Carnegie Mellon’s vibrant Indian community 
helped ease her transition, as did professors such as RI’s 
Aaron Steinfeld, who encouraged her to attend her �rst 
robotics conference.

At CMU, Kaniarasu became interested in the work being 
done by TechBridgeWorld, the university’s program to 
bring technology to underserved communities around the 
globe, founded and led by M. Bernardine Dias, associate 

Poornima Kaniarasu
PSG College of  Technology, B.E., electrical and computer engineering, 2010
Carnegie Mellon University, M.S., robotics, 2013

research professor of robotics. “I saw a project they had 
done on assistive technology, and I really liked their work,” 
Kaniarasu says. “�ey had just developed their Braille 
Writing Tutor and that summer they were planning to go  
to India again to add on to it.” 

She applied for a summer internship with TechBridgeWorld 
and was accepted. Kaniarasu helped develop new modules 
for the Braille Writing Tutor and also researched ways to 
extend the service to devices such as smart phones. Earlier 
this year, the team of faculty, students and sta� who have 
worked on the Braille Writing Tutor since 2006 were 
recognized with a Louis Braille Touch of Genius Prize for 
Innovation from the Center for Braille Innovation and the 
Gibney Family Foundation.

A�er completing her degree, Kaniarasu continued her work 
for TechBridgeWorld, and she recently began a new job 
at �e MathWorks Inc., the Massachusetts-based makers 
of the ubiquitous MATLAB modeling so�ware, used by 
mathematicians, physicists and engineers in academia and 
industry. 

“When I worked on the Braille Writing Tutor and saw that it 
was something people actually used, that was an inspiration 
to me,” Kaniarasu says. “It was actually one of the things 
that attracted me to work on MATLAB—I knew my friends 
back at CMU would be using it.”

She cites Steinfeld and Dias as among her most in�uential 
professors, along with robotics professor and CREATE Lab 
founder Illah Nourbakhsh. From them, she says, “I learned 
that it’s not enough to make code that works—you also 
have to make sure that the program you’ve developed has 
features that the user actually wants.” 

Away from the office, Kaniarasu tries to pay her 
mother’s example forward. Today, she’s part of a 
team of MathWorks employees that travels to local 
middle and high schools to encourage young women to 
explore careers in engineering, computer science and 
information technology. 

—Jason Togyer (DC’96)
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Growing up in Israel 
during the 1970s, Daniel 
Avrahami became 
interested in computers. 
“My mom worked as 
a systems analyst for 
social security,” he says. 
“Back then, they used 
IBM mainframes with 
terminals in their o�ces. 
My mother taught me 
how to change the color 
of the cursor, and I would 

sit there and draw �ags of di�erent countries, one pixel 
at a time.” 

In fact, technology, psychology and design—the pillars of 
human-computer interaction—surrounded Avrahami’s 
early life; his father is an architect, his stepmother is 
a costume and stage designer, and his stepfather is 
a cognitive psychologist—a �eld his mother joined 
later. And while Avrahami knew he wanted to go into 
computer science, he also knew that his interests went 
beyond code.

“I distinctly remember an experience during undergrad 
that made me realize I wanted to focus on human-
computer interaction,” Avrahami says. “I was taking a 
mix of hard-core CS courses as well as an HCI elective. 
I was working all night on a programming assignment 
in the computer lab, and when my program was ready, 
I executed it, and as I hoped, the terminal read some 
number like, ‘358.’” 

He raised his hands in victory, then realized that 
although getting the desired result was making him 
happy, when he built a really good user interface in his 
HCI class, it made everyone else happy, as well. 

�at feeling of bringing satisfaction to computer users 
led Avrahami to pursue a master’s degree in HCI at 
Carnegie Mellon, where he was matched with HCII 
professor Scott Hudson. “Scott was working on creating 
the Ph.D. program in human-computer interaction, 
the �rst in the world,” Avrahami says. “He o�ered me 
a research assistant position, and I got the opportunity 

Daniel Avrahami
Hebrew University of  Jerusalem, B.S., computer science, 1999
Carnegie Mellon University, M.S., human-computer interaction, 2005
Carnegie Mellon University, Ph.D., human-computer interaction, 2007

to work on exciting research that explored the boundaries 
between the digital and physical world. I continued on  
to get my Ph.D. because research was too much fun.”

One of Avrahami’s Ph.D. projects was a tool to allow 
product designers to create rough prototypes of interactive 
systems using di�erent 3-D forms. 

“I have a lot of appreciation for the work of industrial 
designers and how they explore physical forms. But as 
devices became more and more digital, it was clear that 
we needed to be able to quickly prototype physical devices 
while simultaneously designing their interactivity,” 
Avrahami says. “It’s interesting to think about how much 
has changed in the 15 years since we started working in 
this area. Back then, our focus was on helping designers. 
Since then, the �eld has grown dramatically along with the 
maker movement, and these kinds of tools are designed for 
everyone.”

Earlier this year, Hudson and �ve of his current and  
past Ph.D. students, including Avrahami, James Fogarty, 
Johnny Lee, Robert Xiao and current HCII faculty member 
Chris Harrison, were honored with the Allen Newell Award 
for Research Excellence for what the nominating committee 
called “highly innovative and deep contributions,” including 
the toolkit on which Avrahami worked. 

A�er earning both his master’s and Ph.D. at CMU, 
Avrahami spent four years at Intel Research Seattle. He 
then joined the Strategic Planning Group within Intel’s PC 
division, where he helped create and grow a user experience 
team. Today, he is at FXPAL, a small industrial research lab 
in Silicon Valley, where his work focuses on interaction, 
communication and telepresence. “FXPAL is a stimulating 
interdisciplinary environment that puts a lot of emphasis 
on collaboration,” Avrahami says.

In fact, the importance of collaboration is one of the best 
lessons he learned at CMU, Avrahami says: “At CMU  
you learn that true experts are o�en outside your 
immediate circle—in other departments, universities  
or companies—and that if you’re willing to cross bridges 
and seek them out, what you build and what you learn  
will always be greater.”

—Jason Togyer (DC’96)
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In a contest that echoed the legendary 
development of  chess machines that 
could beat human grandmasters, an 
artificial intelligence developed at CMU 
challenged four of  the world’s best 
professional poker players to 80,000 
hands of  heads-up, no-limit, Texas 
Hold’em.

The experiment, conducted April 24  
to May 8 at Pittsburgh’s Rivers Casino, 
ended with the human pros holding 
nearly a $733,000 collective lead over 
the A.I., or “pokerbot,” called Claudico.

But Tuomas Sandholm, a professor 
of  computer science who led devel-
opment of  Claudico, said the results 
of  the experiment were scientifically 
inconclusive.

In all, $170 million was “bet” during 
the two-week “Brains vs. Artificial 
Intelligence” exhibition. So although 
the humans scored what seems like a 
resounding victory—one Twitter user 
noted that if  it had been a real poker 
tournament, CMU would have a  
“broke-a**-robot” on its hands—the 
competition was a statistical tie.

In the final chip tally, poker pro Bjorn 
Li had an individual chip total of  
$529,033, Doug Polk had $213,671 
and Dong Kim had $70,491. Jason 

unit itself  but on the renter’s lifestyle.

The free service, EDigs, is available 
through either a website or an Android 
app, and is part of  a research project 
on livability and sustainability directed 
by Jennifer Mankoff, an associate pro-
fessor in the Human-Computer Interac-
tion Institute, and Cameron Tonkinwise, 
associate professor of  design.

Mankoff  said EDigs incorporates  
a number of  features useful to  
prospective tenants, including  
a review system that employs  
photos the user can annotate. It will 
focus on features that are compatible 
with and useful to mobile users.

The most distinctive of  its initial 
features is the tool for estimating utility 

POKER PROS WIN TOURNAMENT, BUT ‘BRAINS VS. A.I.’ 
EXPERIMENT IS A STATISTICAL TIE

EDIGS HELPS USERS FIND BETTER RENTAL PROPERTIES

Poker pros Jason Les, Doug Polk, Bjorn Li and Dong Kim played a combined 80,000 hands 
of heads-up, no-limit, Texas hold ‘em against Claudico, an A.I. created under the leadership 
of CS professor Tuomas Sandholm. �e competition ended with the four human pros up by 
nearly $733,000 over the “pokerbot.”

Les trailed Claudico by $80,482. Each 
of  the players is ranked among the 
world’s top 10 professionals in heads-
up, two-player, no-limit Texas Hold’em. 
Claudico played 20,000 hands of  
poker against each.

“We know theoretically that artificial 
intelligence is going to overtake us one 
day,” Li says. “But at the end of  the 
day, the most important thing is that 
the humans remain on top for now,” 
even if  scientists don’t consider the 
results statistically significant.

costs. This employs a type of  artificial 
intelligence known as machine learning 
to provide personalized estimates 
for each user. The algorithm draws 
on data from the Residential Energy 
Consumption Survey conducted by the 
U.S. Energy Information Administration 
and on user-supplied information about 
personal behaviors and lifestyle.

The project is sponsored by Carnegie 
Mellon’s Metro21, a multidisciplinary 
initiative to develop and evaluate 
solutions to challenges affecting the 
economy and quality of  life in metro-
politan areas.

For more information, visit the EDigs 
website: www.edigs.org.

A new online resource will help people 
find the perfect rental property by using 
tools such as a machine learning  
algorithm that can estimate utility 
costs based not only on the housing 

No actual wagering took place during 
the exhibition. The pros received 
appearance fees derived from a prize 
purse of  $100,000 donated by  
Microsoft Research and Rivers Casino.

Poker is now a benchmark for artificial 
intelligence research, just as chess 
once was, Sandholm says. “It’s a game 
of  exceeding complexity that requires 
a machine to make decisions based 
on incomplete and often misleading 
information, thanks to bluffing, slow 
Continued on page 43
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Halting the Ebola outbreak in West  
Africa is no laughing matter, but a 
phone information service developed 
by CMU researchers is leveraging 
people’s interest in phone games and 
wacky humor to help spread urgent 
health information in Guinea.

The phone project, called Polly, began 
operating in March through the U.S. 
Embassy in Guinea, where an Ebola 
epidemic began in December 2013 
and people are still grappling with the 
outbreak.

Polly was originally developed by  
Roni Rosenfeld (CS’91,’94), a professor 
in the Language Technologies Institute, 
and Agha Ali Raza, a Fulbright scholar 
who just completed his Ph.D. in  
language technologies. (See “Polly 
spreads the word,” The Link,  
Spring 2013.)

PHONE GAMES BY ‘POLLY’ HELP SPREAD 
VITAL INFORMATION IN WEST AFRICA

The system is simple in concept: a call-
er records a message and Polly adds 
funny sound effects, such as changing 
a male’s voice to a female’s voice (or 
vice versa), or making the caller sound 
like a drunk chipmunk. The caller can 
then forward the message to one or 
more friends, who in turn can forward  
it along or reply to it.

To use Polly, someone only needs 
access to a simple phone, widely 
available even in developing nations, 
and need not be able to read or write. 
Polly thus has the potential to “go 
viral,” becoming an important means 
of  communicating with large numbers 
of  illiterate and semi-literate people in 
remote areas.

Once it’s accepted as a reliable source 
of  information, Raza said Polly could 
be used to respond to all sorts of   
emergencies and for a variety of   
communications. 

“The embassy 
definitely views the 
project as a long-
term investment,” 
said Kimberly Phelan 
Royston, U.S. Embassy 
Guinea’s spokesperson. 
“Guinea is gearing up for 
presidential elections in October, 
and we see potential to use Polly for 
a get-out-the-vote campaign where 
users can connect with friends and 
family to encourage them to go and 
vote, for reporting instances of   
voting fraud, and as a reference 
manual for poll workers.”

UNDERGRADS GET HIGH MARKS IN PRESTIGIOUS  
PUTNAM MATH COMPETITION

CMU placed fifth in the premier 
mathematics contest for undergraduate 
students, and computer science 
was well represented among the top 
scorers.

It marks the fourth consecutive year 
that CMU placed among the top five 

had 55 students among the top  
12 percent, the second-most of   
any university.

“Our showing at this year’s 
Putnam Competition definitively 
demonstrates that Carnegie Mellon 
is one of  the top gathering places 
for students with interests in 
mathematics and related subjects,” 
says Po-Shen Loh, assistant professor 
of  mathematical sciences and the 
team’s coach. 

CMU computer science majors 
among the top 200 were Terence An, 
Philip Garrison, Brandon Hoane,  
Li Chen Koh, Archit Kulkarni,  
Ananya Kumar, Zhao Pan and  
Naomi Rubin.

John Mackey, associate head of  the 
Mathematical Sciences Department 
described himself  as “tremendously 
proud” of  the contestants, joking, 
“For us, this is more exciting than the 
NCAA Basketball Tournament.” 

teams in the William Lowell Putnam 
Competition, sponsored by the 
Mathematical Association of  America.

Albert Gu, a senior majoring in 
computer science and mathematical 
sciences, was among the top 16 
students overall. In addition, CMU  
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industry and 
nonprofit 
leaders that was 
convened and is 
chaired by CMU 
President Subra 
Suresh.

In one project 
being funded by 
the grant, SCS 
faculty will cre-

ate TEL modules to support teaching 
introductory computer science. The 
work will subsequently be extended to 
other universities, domestically and 
internationally.

The financial support from the  
Carnegie Corporation gives CMU  
“the opportunity to take this work to 
the next level, making these break-
through techniques available to more 
students here at CMU and to learners 
everywhere,” Scheines says.

The largest grant ever made to CMU 
by the Carnegie Corporation of  New 
York will support and promote the 
use technology-enhanced learning in 
higher education. 

CMU has pioneered technology- 
enhanced learning, or TEL, courses 
that have proven to be faster and more 
effective than traditional curricula  
covering the same material. But  
Richard Scheines, dean of  the Dietrich 
College of  Humanities and Social  
Sciences and the grant’s principal  
investigator, says that “sizable 
barriers” still remain to widespread 
adoption of  these techniques.

The two-year, $1 million grant from 
Carnegie Corporation will help TEL 
clear some of  those obstacles. It will 
allow the university to begin imple-
menting proposals developed under 
the Simon Initiative’s Global Learning 
Council, a consortium of  academic, 

Dean Richard Scheines

MAJOR GIFT SUPPORTS RESEARCH, 
DEPLOYMENT OF TECHNOLOGY- 
ENHANCED LEARNING

Braille writing—the unique system of  
raised dots assembled in two columns 
and three rows—opens a world of  
printed material to people who are 
visually impaired. But learning to write 
Braille is not intuitive. 

And although specialized Braille com-
puters and keyboards are available, 
they’re expensive, and not common in 
the developing world, where 90 percent 
of  people who are visually impaired 
live.

Since 2006, CMU students in the Tech-
BridgeWorld research group have been 
perfecting a battery-powered, portable 
Braille writing tutor that doesn’t need 
any external computing power. 

Their invention, now field-tested in 
India, Bangladesh, Tanzania, Zambia 
and elsewhere, has won the 2014 Louis 
Braille Touch of  Genius Prize for Inno-
vation. The $15,000 Touch of  Genius 
prize was presented by the National 
Braille Press’ Center for Braille  
Innovation and is sponsored by the 
Gibney Family Foundation. 

STUDENT-DESIGNED BRAILLE TUTOR 
HONORED WITH $15K ‘GENIUS’ PRIZE

TechBridgeWorld is a research group 
within the Robotics Institute that 
develops state-of-the-art technology 
that is accessible and relevant to 
technologically underserved areas of  
the world. The Braille Writing Tutor 
is one of  TechBridgeWorld’s most 
successful projects to date, says  
M. Bernardine Dias (CS’00, ’04),  
associate research professor of   
robotics and director of  the program. 

Continued from page 41

play and other decoys. And to win, 
the machine has to outsmart its 
human opponents.”

Claudico’s strategy was created us-
ing algorithms rather than trying to 
program in human poker expertise. 
The algorithms ran on the Pittsburgh 
Supercomputing Center’s Blacklight 
computer with just the rules of  
poker as input. 

The same sort of  algorithms could 
also be used to create strategies for 
applications involving cybersecurity, 
business transactions and medicine. 
For instance, an A.I. similar to  
Claudico might help doctors develop 
sequential treatment plans for a 
patient, or design drugs that are 
less prone to resistance. Or, such 
an A.I. might help people negotiate 
their best deal when purchasing a 
house or a car.

“Beating humans isn’t really our 
goal; it’s just a milestone along the 
way,” Sandholm says. “What we 
want to do is create an artificial 
intelligence that can help humans 
negotiate or make decisions in  
situations where they can’t know  
all of  the facts.”

An earlier version of  the computer  
program, called Tartanian7,  
decisively won the heads-up no-limit 
Texas Hold’em category against 
each opponent with statistical  
significance at the Association  
for the Advancement of  Artificial  
Intelligence’s Annual Computer 
Poker Competition last July. 

“The advances made in Claudico 
over Tartanian7 in just eight months 
were huge,” Les says, a rate of  
improvement that suggests the A.I. 
might need only another year before 
it clearly plays better than the pros.

As it stands, Claudico is a good, 
but not top-notch player, Polk says. 
“There are spots where it plays 
well and others where I just don’t 
understand it.” 

You can read more at the “Brains 
vs. A.I.” website: www.cs.cmu.edu/
brains-vs-ai.

PROS CONTINUED
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Now, Robotics Institute researchers have 
developed a way to use those built-in 
sensors to give you accurate measure-
ments of  anything you can capture with 
the smartphone’s camera—including 
faces.

As the user waves the phone around, the 
software calibrates itself  and calculates 
the distances to create an accurate 3-D 
model. Although the IMUs aren’t very 
precise (they don’t need to be), they’re 
good enough, says Simon Lucey, associ-
ate research professor of  robotics.

CMU LENDS BIG-DATA EXPERTISE  
TO PUBLIC HEALTH ALLIANCE

Carnegie Mellon’s unrivaled expertise 
in machine learning and analysis of  
“big data” is being brought to bear on 
mountains of  information compiled 
from electronic medical records, 
genomic sequencing and wearable 
sensors.

The Pittsburgh Health Data Alliance 
is a partnership with the University 
of  Pittsburgh’s Schools of  the Health 
Sciences and funded by the UPMC 
Health System.

The initiative is designed to use 
automated discovery and learning 
techniques to develop new technolo-
gies, products and services that can 
transform everything from the way 
diseases are prevented, diagnosed 
and treated to the ways that patients 
can track information about their own 
health.

SCS NEWS IN BRIEF 

BRAIN SCIENCE 
PROJECTS GET 
BOOST THROUGH 
CMU GRANT 
PROGRAM

Eight new neuroscience projects 
receiving start-up funding through the 
university’s ProSEED grant program 
propose innovative solutions to some 
of  the most pressing questions  
surrounding the human brain.

The areas of  study capitalize on 
CMU’s strengths in computer science, 
statistics, engineering, biology and 
psychology and are part of  the univer-
sity’s global BrainHub initiative.

The grants, totaling $400,000, will 
allow researchers to complete the 
fundamental research needed to apply 
for further funding from government, 
foundation and industry sources.

“Most revolutionary ideas in science 
are initially viewed as ‘high risk,’” says 
Nathan Urban, director of  BrainHub 
and MCS’s Schwertz Distinguished 
Professor of  Life Sciences. “As a 
university, we need to provide our 
researchers with an environment in 
which they are empowered to explore 
new ideas. By doing so, we increase 
the impact of  our faculty and their 
work.”

The newly funded projects include 
creating new methods for discovering 
biomarkers for brain activity, inves-
tigating new ways to understand the 
mechanisms for neural functioning, and 
researching the connection between 
ecosystems and the human brain. 

Two new centers will be launched  
under the alliance’s umbrella, including 
the Center for Machine Learning and 
Health at CMU, led by Professor  
Eric Xing. It will focus on big health  
care data analytics; personalized  
medicine and disease modeling;  
privacy, security and compliance; 
data-driven patient and provider  
education and training; and a new  
general framework for big data in 
patient care.

SCS Dean Andrew Moore says he’s 
excited about the potential for inno-
vations emerging from the new CMU 
center to empower people to make 
better health care decisions. “Eric is 
the perfect person to direct this cen-
ter,” Moore says. “He is a world leader 
in the field of  machine learning and an 
expert in computational biology and 
chemistry.” 

MEASURING DISTANCES? IT COULD BECOME  
AS SIMPLE AS WAVING YOUR HAND

Your smartphone 
has inertial mea-
surement units, 
or IMUs, that au-
tomatically switch 
the orientation of  
the screen from 
vertical to hori-
zontal, or back 
again, depending 
on how you’re 
using it.

“We’ve been able to get accuracies  
with cheap sensors that we hadn’t 
imagined,” he says. “With a face  
tracker program, we are able to  
measure the distance between  
a person’s pupils within half  a  
millimeter.” Such measurements  
could be useful for applications such  
as fitting someone for eyeglasses.

The research also has potential  
applications for self-driving vehicles, 
Lucey says. 

Simon Lucey
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ASTROBOTIC, CMU TEAM SUCCESSFULLY  
TEST NAVIGATION SYSTEM

A computer vision and navigation  
system developed by CMU spinoff  
Astrobotic Technology successfully 
landed a Xombie vertical-takeoff   
vertical-landing suborbital rocket 
at the Mojave Air and Space Port in 
California.

In the June 20 technology demonstra-
tion, the Astrobotic Autolanding Sys-
tem scanned the landscape, selected  
a landing spot and directed a rocket- 
powered lander to a safe landing point, 
all without a human operator and with-
out terrestrial aids such as GPS.

The flight test was funded by the Flight 
Opportunities Program of  NASA’s 
Space Technology Mission Directorate.

The Xombie is a reusable rocket devel-
oped by Masten Space Systems. The 
capability demonstrated by the AAS 
will be critical for Astrobotic’s plans to 
land payloads on the moon, as well as 
for future NASA missions to unmapped 
asteroids, Mars and other sites  
where the terrain is hazardous and 
communications are limited.

“Conceptually, this is like the Apollo 
missions where the astronauts navigat-
ed to a safe landing by looking out  
the window of  the LEM,” says Kevin  
Peterson (E’02, ’04, CS’09),  

NEW MONITOR PROVIDES USERS WITH 
INSTANT CHECK ON AIR QUALITY

A personal air pollution monitor  
developed at the Robotics Institute  
will enable users to monitor fine 
particles of  soot and allergens that can 
aggravate heart and lung diseases.

Speck was introduced 
March 16 at the SXSW 
Interactive Festival in 
Austin, Texas. It’s being 
marketed by a CMU 
spinoff  company. 

Speck monitors the 
air for particulates 
known as PM2.5—the 
tiniest of  air pollution 
particles—and provides 
an instant, easy-to-read 
display for users. When 

connected to Wi-Fi, Speck can also 
communicate with a database that’s 
controlled by the user, and can be in-
tegrated with personal fitness devices, 
such as FitBit.

Astrobotic’s chief  technology officer 
and a Robotics Institute alumnus.  
“In this case, we have an onboard com-
puter instead of  an astronaut, and the 
cameras, (inertial measurement unit) 
and software are so precise that they 
can track the craft’s location to within  
a few meters.”

Meanwhile, NASA’s Small Business 
Technology Transfer program awarded 
$375,000 in contracts to Astrobotic 
Technology and the university to  
develop sensing and navigation  
technologies for finding minerals and 
other resources on the moon, Mars  
and other planetary bodies.

Astrobotic and CMU will work together 
to develop sensors and software to 
detect the location of  minerals in lunar 
soil, imaging and mapping technolo-
gies to help robots navigate shadowed 
areas within craters, and navigation 
and perception technologies that would 
enable flying robots to explore craters 
and caves without communication back 
to Earth.

“Today’s robots are great at driving  
on the surfaces of  planets, but they 
cannot reach or explore the caves 
that lie below,” says William “Red” 
Whittaker (E’75,’79), Astrobotic’s 

chair and chief  science officer and 
the university’s Fredkin professor of  
robotics. “These caves are important, 
because they could protect explorers 
from radiation, meteorites and extreme 
temperatures on the surface. We will 
develop technology to guide flying  
robots into steep, confined under-
ground spaces where traditional  
robots cannot tread.”

“Sometimes you can see air 
pollution as a haze in the distance, 
but in and around your home, it’s 
invisible,” says Illah Nourbakhsh, 
professor of  robotics. “Without a 
sensor such as Speck, you can’t 
know what is in the air you breathe 
and how it might change based on 
prevailing winds, time of  day or  
what you’re doing.”

Speck was developed over the past 
four years by Nourbakhsh in CMU’s 
CREATE Lab and is now being 
assembled in Pittsburgh by a spinoff  
company that he established. 
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Robots and artificial intelligence will displace people from many conventional 
jobs, says Illah Nourbakhsh. It’s enough to make parents despair over their 
children’s future, he says.

That’s why he’s writing two short books on the topic of  “Parenting for Technology 
Futures,” to provide a clear-eyed and realistic view. The first, called “Robot 
Futures,” has just been released on Amazon.com, and provides an overview of   
the strengths and limitations of  current educational efforts, including massive 
open online courses, or MOOCs.

Nourbakhsh also emphasizes the important roles that parents play in making 
sure their children are scientifically fluent. Education can’t be outsourced to 
school, afterschool programs, the Internet or video games, he says.

“If  we want our children to flourish in a technology-rich future, we need them 
to understand technology deeply—so deeply that our kids influence the future 
of  technology rather than simply being techno-consumers, along for the ride,” 
Nourbakhsh writes.

The second volume will include step-by-step detail on how parents and children 
can embrace technology instead of  fearing it.

Lorraine Levin of  the LTI has been 
named to the 2015-2016 class of  
fellows for Executive Leadership 
in Academic Technology and 
Engineering, part of  the International 
Center for Executive Leadership 
in Academics within the Drexel 
University College of  Medicine. Levin 
was one of  three Carnegie Mellon 
faculty members selected for this 
year’s ELATE program. Chemistry 
professor Catalina Achim and 
Jeanne VanBriesen, Duquesne Light 
Company Professor of  Civil and 
Environmental Engineering, will also 
participate in the program.

This year, for the first time, the 
world’s largest conference committee 
made up entirely of  women— and 
Carnegie Mellon proved one of  
the largest contingents. Four CMU 
faculty members—M. Bernardine 
Dias (CS’00,’04), Jessica Hodgins 
(CS’89), Katia Sycara and Manuela 
Veloso (CS’89,’92)—were on the 
organizing committee for this year’s 
IEEE International Conference on Ro-
botics and Automation, as well as two 
other Carnegie Mellon alumnae— 
Ayorkor Korsah (CS’06,’11) and 
Sonia Chernova (CS’03,’09). ICRA 
2015 was held May 26-30 in Seattle.

Herman Herman has been named 
the new director of  CMU’s National 
Robotics Engineering Center, suc-
ceeding Tony Stentz.

ISR’s Travis Breaux is a recipient of  
the National Science Foundation’s 
Faculty Early Career Development 
CAREER Award, the agency’s most 
prestigious award for junior faculty.

CSD’s Ariel Procaccia is one of  126 
early-career scientists and scholars 
from 57 colleges and universities 
in the United States and Canada 
who are recipients of  2015 Sloan 
Research Fellowships.

Waleed Ammar, a Ph.D. student in 
the Language Technologies Institute, 
is one of  just 15 graduate students 
from across North America chosen 
as 2015 Google Ph.D. Fellows.

Charlie Garrod (CS’06,’08), 
associate teaching professor in the 
Institute for Software Research, was 
the winner of  the Joel and Ruth Spira 
Teaching Award, sponsored by Lutron 
Electronics Co. of  Coopersburg, Pa. 

Red Whittaker (E’75,’79), professor 
of  robotics, was the winner of  the 
Alan Perlis Award for Imagination in 
Computer Science.

Scott Hudson, professor in the  
Human-Computer Interaction Institute; 
alumni James Fogarty (CS’05,’06), 
Daniel Avrahami (CS’05,’07), Johnny 
Lee (CS’08) and Chris Harrison 
(CS’13); and Ph.D. student Robert Xiao 
are winners of  the 2015 Allen Newell 
Award for Research Excellence for de-
velopment of  “innovative and practical 
physical interaction techniques.” 

The Girls of Steel, a team of  teen-
agers from the Pittsburgh area, won 
the Chairman’s Award at the Buckeye 
Regional FIRST Robotics Competition 
in Cleveland March 28, qualifying the 
team for its fifth consecutive trip to 
the FRC Championship, April 22-25, 
in St. Louis. 

National Geographic Channel’s 
“Stephen Hawking’s Science of the 
Future” recently featured the HCII’s 
WorldKit project in the episode  
“Perfect City”: bit.ly/1KXJQAc.

The IDeATe network and Autodesk are 
launching a Reality Computing studio 
course for advanced undergraduate and 
graduate students. Pyry Matikainen 
(CS’10,’12) of  the Robotics Institute 
and John Folan and Nina Barbuto 
(A’06) of  the School of  Architecture 
will teach the Autodesk-sponsored 
course during the fall 2015 semester.

NOTABLE NAMES

SCS NEWS IN BRIEF 

PROFESSOR: DON’T LET A ROBOT  
TAKE YOUR CHILD’S JOB

Illah Nourbakhsh
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CHIMP, a four-limbed robot designed and built by CMU’s Tartan 
Rescue Team, finished third at the DARPA Robotics Challenge on 
June 5 and 6, winning $500,000.

Held at the home of  the Los Angeles County Fair in Pomona, 
Calif., the two-day event pitted 24 of  the world’s most advanced 
robots against one another in their ability to respond to disasters.

“It was an incredible experience,” says Tony Stentz, the team 
leader and a CMU research professor of  robotics. “I think it was 
best exemplified on the first day, when we had trouble at several 
points in the course—problems we never saw before.

“But our team operating the robot kept their cool,” he says. “They 
managed to get CHIMP to recover and complete all of  the tasks. 
It says a lot about the robot and a lot about the people. It means 
there’s great promise for this technology.”

When the other robots in the DRC fell down, they had to be 
righted by humans—except CHIMP, which was able to right 
itself  and resume working. During its best run on June 5, CHIMP 
completed all eight of  its assigned tasks in just over 55 minutes—
good enough for first place. But its time was beat on June 6, 
when the winning team from KAIST in South Korea recorded  
a winning time of  44 minutes, 28 seconds.

Carnegie Mellon faculty and students also participated on a  
second team, Team WPI-CMU, with Worcester Polytechnic  
Institute. Their robot, WARNER, completed seven tasks in  
56 minutes, finishing in seventh place. 

About 60 people contributed to the Tartan Rescue Team, though 
a dozen worked on the project full time. For more information, 
visit www.nrec.ri.cmu.edu/projects/tartanrescue.

A HALF-MILLION DOLLARS FOR A JOB WELL DONE
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�e great American road trip is a 
time-honored way to spend a summer 
vacation. During the last two weeks 
of July 1995, Dean Pomerleau (CS’92) 
and Todd Jochem (CS’93, ’96) of 
CMU’s Robotics Institute packed their 
gear into a 1990 Pontiac Trans Sport 
minivan and took an epic, 2,850-mile 
journey from Pittsburgh to San Diego. 

Along the way, they visited 
Indianapolis Motor Speedway and 
Hoover Dam, checked out tourist 
traps such as “Prairie Dog Town,”  
and collected plastic Burger King 
�gurines from the then-new Disney 
animated feature “Pocahontas.”  
In Los Angeles, they even met 
“Tonight Show” host Jay Leno.

But this was no typical summer joy 
ride. �eir driver for more than 98 
percent of the journey was a computer 
named the Rapidly Adapting Lateral 

Position Handler (or “RALPH” 
for short), and their minivan was 
Navlab 5 —the latest in a series 
of autonomous vehicles that had 
been developed at CMU’s Robotics 
Institute since 1986.

�ese days, it seems like every major 
vehicle manufacturer is working on 
self-driving cars. So are Google and 
Uber. But in July 1995, Pomerleau and 
Jochem’s trip, which they called “No 
Hands Across America,” was, up until 
then, the longest continuous test for 
an autonomous vehicle in a real-world 
environment.

Jochem recently recalled their trip in 
an article for Robotics Trends. “Su�ce 
it to say that we learned more on that 
seven-day trip than the entire research 
community may have learned in 
seven years,” he says. “We also had a 
ton of fun.”

Although Navlab 5 was reportedly 
sent to the crusher a few years ago, 
Jochem and Pomerleau’s trip journal 
remains online at www.cs.cmu.
edu/~tjochem/nhaa/Journal.html, 
and is almost as interesting to read as 
the trip itself must have been, 20 years 
ago this summer.
—Jason Togyer (DC’96)

Where were you in 1995? What  
do you remember about CMU— 
or, if you weren’t at CMU, what  
was your computing or robotics 
“state-of-the-art” in 1995?

Email your story—funny, thoughtful  
or something in between—to 
TheLink@cs.cmu.edu. We’ll print 
your answers in the next issue and 
the best answer, randomly selected, 
will receive a gift card for the CMU 
University Stores.

THEN AND NOW

�e 2,850-mile, no-hands road trip
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Twenty years ago this summer, then-CMU  

researchers Dean Pomerleau and Todd Jochem 

left Smith Hall (lower left) and traveled to  

San Diego—more than 2,850 miles—in a 

modified Pontiac minivan that was driven about 

98 percent of the time by a computer dubbed 

“RALPH.” Along the way they participated  

in a wedding at a Las Vegas chapel (left) and  

met “Tonight Show” host and well-known car 

buff Jay Leno (below with Takeo Kanade, CMU’s 

U.A. and Helen Whitaker, University Professor 

of Computer Science and Robotics). It was an 

epic and largely successful test of autonomous, 

or self-driving, vehicle technology developed at 

Carnegie Mellon.



July TBA  

SCS/ECE alumni events 

(Email mjs@cmu.edu for more 

information)  

July 13  

Pittsburgh Alumni: Network 

general meeting  

July 18  

San Diego Alumni: Beach Day  

July 19  

Boston Alumni: 21st Annual 

Boston Clambake  

July 23  

Dallas-Fort Worth Alumni: 

“Pippin” performance  

July 25  

Metro NYC Alumni: Jersey Shore 

kayak tour and clambake  

July 27–31  

17th International Conference 

on Random Structures and 

Algorithms  

Gates & Hillman Centers  

Aug. 2  

Philadelphia Alumni:  

Atlanta Braves vs. Phillies  

Aug. 5  

Pittsburgh Alumni: “Kinky Boots” 

performance and talkback  

Aug. 16  

CMU Qatar: Freshman orientation 

week  

Aug. 23  

CMU Qatar: Fall semester classes 

begin  

Aug. 29  

Boston Alumni: “Cradles to 

Crayons” volunteer opportunity  

Aug. 31  

Fall semester classes begin  

Sept. 7  

Labor Day, no classes  

Sept. 12  

Boston Alumni: “The Book  

of  Mormon” performance  

Sept. 14  

Add/drop deadline  

Sept. 16  

Fall Employment Opportunities 

Conference  

Cohon University Center  

Sept. 20–24  

CMU Qatar: Eid al-Adha break,  

no classes  

Sept. 27  

SCS & ECE Present: “Let’s 

Talk” A One-Day Career Event 

Gates & Hillman Centers and 

Hamerschlag Hall  

Sept. 28–29  

Technical Opportunities 

Conference  

Cohon University Center  

Oct. 8–11  

Cèilidh 2015  

Oct. 23–24  

CSD50: Computer Science 

Department 50th Anniversary 

symposium  

Oct. 23–25  

OurCS 2015: Workshop for 

Undergraduate Women in 

Computer Science  

Gates & Hillman Centers  

Oct. 23  

Mid-semester break, no classes  

 

Nov. 25  

Andrew Carnegie born, 1835  

Nov. 25–27  

Thanksgiving holiday, no classes  

Dec. 3  

CMU Qatar: Last day of  classes, 

fall semester  

Dec. 6  

CMU Qatar: Final exams begin  

Dec. 11  

Last day of  classes, fall semester  

Dec. 13  

CMU Qatar: Final grades due  

Dec. 14  

Final exams begin  

Dec. 23  

Final grades due  

Jan. 10, 2016  

CMU Qatar: Spring semester 

begins  

Jan. 11  

Spring semester begins  

Jan. 15  

Add/drop deadline  

Jan. 18  

Martin Luther King Jr. Day,  

no classes  

Feb. 9  

CMU Qatar: Qatari National 

Sports Day, no classes  

Feb. 28–March 3  

CMU Qatar: Spring break,  

no classes  

March 4  

Mid-semester break, no classes  

March 7–11  

Spring break, no classes

the link.

All events to be held on the Carnegie Mellon University campus in  

Pittsburgh, unless otherwise noted. Dates and locations subject to  

change without notice. Visit www.cs.cmu.edu/calendar for a complete 

and current listing of  events.

calendar of events
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O�ce of the Dean

5000 Forbes Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Follow us!
SCSatCMU

Hot, fresh and delivered in 30 days or less … and it’s 
always free.

That’s what you get when you subscribe to our email 
newsletter, Bytesize. You’ll be up-to-date on all of  
the latest developments affecting the School of 
Computer Science, and it’s a quick read … about  
five to 10 minutes, more or less.

No spam and no artificial ingredients … just a slice  
of computing news and campus life, once a month,  
in your inbox.

For tasty morsels of SCS information, spiced  
with alumni features and commentary, sign up at  
www.cs.cmu.edu/bytesize. 

Ready for a slice of campus life? 


